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ABSTRACT
Mobility supported via transportation processes are the engine to economic growth of any country. Unfortunately,
the existing infrastructure cannot keep up with both growth of population and people mobility, especially in the
developing countries. One of the main problem in transportation processes in Africa are accidents caused among
others by reckless driving, fatigue, and illegal overloading, as well as poor transportation infrastructure. To improve
transportation-oriented safety and drastically reduce transport based accidents and the unnecessary loss of lives are
the main today important goal. Can this goal be achieved using telematics? Telematics is a fast-growing industry
and it is interesting for various applications and places around the world. The subject of the article is the concept
of transport telematics system and its introduction on the example of Burundi. In most cases, intelligent transport
system applications in Africa are focused on: traffic monitoring using CCTV cameras, automatic number plate
recognition systems, automatic vehicle location systems, and variable traffic management systems.

KEYWORDS: inteligent transport system, telematics

1. Introduction
The road plays an important role in the socio-economic
development of a country. International roads allow the development
of trade and the reduction of transport costs. Urban roads are also
of paramount importance in the fluidity of economic activities, the
reduction of road accidents and the reduction of the cost of living.
As for rural roads, they must also be in good condition to allow
the opening up of production areas by improving the flow of goods
to cities. In addition, they provide access to basic services (health
services, schools) and access to markets for agricultural products.
Fortunately, Africa, although from afar, is starting to improve far
and wide in all aspects of road infrastructure (quantity, quality, cost
and access), Fig. 1.
Burundi has a network of about 12.300 km, which corresponds
to a high density per square kilometer, but less in terms of density
per capita. In the absence of rail infrastructure and access to the
sea, road transport dominates. Its quality is therefore crucial for the
entire Burundian economy, but also for human development (access
to healthcare, education). Mobility supported via transportation
processes are the engine to economic growth of any country.
Volume 11 • Issue 3 • September 2018

Fig. 1. Road construction site, Bujumbura rural [4]

The road challenge is even more important for Burundi, where
90% of the population still lives in rural areas, still unequally
served. Conscious of the necessity of the development, Burundi had
conducted an Infrastructure Action Plan 2010 - 2015, included in the
“Burundi Vision 2025”. The aim was to alleviate the infrastructure
deficit that is limiting the country’s growth. The need of such a plan
is imperative.
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The main routes are the northern corridor connecting Bujumbura
to Mombasa (Kenya) through Kigali (Rwanda) and the central
corridor, which connects Bujumbura to Dar-Es-Salaam (Tanzania).
Railway infrastructure. Burundi does not yet have rail
infrastructure, but several projects are under discussion. The most
current of these would be to link Dar Es-Salaam in Tanzania to
Musongati in Burundi via Kigali in Rwanda. This new rail would
thus be part of the major expansion plan of the Tanzanian rail
network.
This project is included in East Africa’s rail network plan, the
“East African railway master plan” (largely funded by China), which
seeks to extend existing lines to improve connectivity in the region.
The construction of the rail will be accompanied by a lifting of the
customs barriers which will improve the economic integration and
thus the growth of the countries which will benefit from it.

2. Generalities: road safety in the
African Region: key facts
The African region has the highest estimated road traffic
fatality rate of 26,6 per 100.000 population, despite having the
lowest level of motorization in the world.
Half of all road traffic deaths in the region occur among
vulnerable road users (pedestrians, cyclists and motorcyclists).
The African region has the highest proportion of deaths among
pedestrians at 39 %. This indicates an urgent need for policymakers
to ensure the prioritisation of interventions specifically targeted at
improving the safety of these vulnerable road users.
While the majority of countries in the region have enacted
national laws on key behavioural risk factors (speed, drink–
driving, motorcycle helmets, seat-belts and child restraints), in
very few countries in the region do these laws meet best practice.
In order for road safety legislation to be effective, there needs
to be sustained and strong enforcement. In most countries in the
region, enforcement of key road safety laws is weak, thus limiting
the ability of legislation to achieve its full potential.
Developing intermediate indicators is important in order
to measure changes in road user behaviour, and thus allow an
assessment of programmes that include legislation and enforcement.
However, to date there are few countries in the region report data on
helmet-wearing rates, seat-belt wearing rates, or the proportion of
deaths attributed to alcohol.
Vehicle safety is a key component for road safety. Only one
country in the region applies 4 of the 7 UN priority vehicle safety
standards.
Road traffic fatality data are vastly underreported in the
region, with estimated figures almost 4 times that of the official
reported figures, while the quality of data on non-fatal injuries is
also of concern.
While a number of countries in the region have adopted
policies to encourage walking and cycling, there is concern that if
these are not accompanied by additional safety measures – notably
speed reduction, they will not achieve the desired effects, and may
indeed make roads more dangerous for vulnerable road users.
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2.1. Findings: Road traffic fatalities and
motorization, by WHO region
Every day, about 650 deaths occur on the Africa’s roads (Fig. 2).
Almost a quarter of a million people were (246.718) killed on
the region’s roads in 2013, approximately a fifth of the global total
number of deaths. This means about 675 people die each day on
the region’s roads. This is in addition to the burden of non-fatal
injury, material damage and costs incurred.

Fig. 2. Global Status on Road Safety 2013 [10]

The African region has the highest road traffic fatality rate, despite
being the region with the lowest level of motorization (Table 1).
The African Region has the highest estimated road traffic death
rates of 26,6 per 100.000 population, relative to a global rate of
17,4. However, the region is the least motorized, with 46,6 vehicles
per 1000 people – relative to 510,3 vehicles per 1000 people in
European region. In terms of absolute numbers of deaths and
vehicles, Africa is over represented in terms of the number of road
traffic deaths that occur on its roads, relative to its vehicle fleet: it
contributes to 20% of the world’s road traffic deaths but has only
2,3% of the world’s vehicles.
Table 1. Road traffic fatalities and motorization, by WHO region [9]

One of the main problem in transportation processes in Africa
are accidents caused among others by reckless driving, fatigue, and
illegal overloading, as well as poor transportation infrastructure.
To improve transportation-oriented safety and drastically reduce
transport based accidents and the unnecessary loss of lives are the
main today important goal. Can this goal be achieved using telematics?
Telematics is a fast-growing industry and it is interesting for various
applications and places around the world. The subject of this article
is the concept of transport telematics system and its introduction on
the example of Burundi. Telematics is a field of science that integrates
telecommunications and informatics in the range of information
processing with their effective transfer to the points, where it can be
used to achieve specified quality of the action.
Modern telematics gained economic potential from increasing
capabilities at drastically decreasing costs for telecommunication
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links, as well as for data processing. Telematics essentially increases
the transportation safety, optimizing the routes of carrying cargos,
and in effect, reduce the costs of transportation, as well as enlarge
the reliability of transportation systems. As different authors
worked on these questions:
• supporting of decision process in the range of managing the
motion of transportation means, and management;
• supporting of the transportation means service process, as
well as transport control generating the information in the
form of rescue code (in case of danger-event);
• supporting or three decision process in managing means of
transport and the special services (in case of unfavorable events,
which can menace the operation safety of the transportation
system)
That shows the telematics as a support increases the
transportation safety, optimizing the routes of carrying cargos,
and in effect, reduce the costs of transportation, as well as enlarge
the reliability of transportation systems. In Africa, likewise in
other developing countries like Central and Eastern Europe
in the road sector country throws a disconcerting light on this
matter: “Three principal impediments to safety interventions
were identified: mobility is considered as primary importance; the
freedom of the car is difficult to restrict; as consequence there is
much more lobbying for mobility than for safety; and road safety
commitments and policies are weak, even among some of those
responsible.”
According to the report of [7]:
• the reduction rate for traffic safety differs per country and
is not a constant one per country over time; nowadays the
decline in the fatality rate is lower than it used to be;
• during, the last ten years the number of vehicles per head of
population multiplied by ten in some developing countries
(e.g. South Korea, Thailand), while in others was more
modest (South America). In many countries in Africa, the
motorization remains very low, between 1 and 100 vehicles per
1.000 inhabitants. The traffic safety record for many developing
countries remains very high, compared to high-motorized
countries (decuple). Any conclusion about developments in
time is obscured by poor quality of available data.

solicited, he noted that road safety is not a priority everywhere, with
regulations failing.

Fig. 3. Picture of SIA KAMBOU/AFP (Posted on 28.07.2017 on RFI)

According to estimations by the World Bank, 350.000 people
are killed in automobile accidents in the developing world every
year. Two thirds of the accidents involve pedestrians, most of
whom are children. Two thirds occur in the cities or in the
surrounding areas. As a result of the surge in urban areas and
vehicle ownership, the figures are mounting. In Africa, road
accidents are in the second group of important cause of death after
the diseases’ group.

2.3. Concept of road safety around the world

2.2. Causes of accident in developing
countries

The next question should be answered is, of course: how can a
reduction in the fatality rate be achieved? What factors can explain
an established reduction, and to what degree has road safety policy
been a contributing factor? In considering these questions, it is of
course impossible to treat all parts of the world in the same way
when considering these questions.
Main causes are:
1. Much of the problem is related to a shortage of funds, both for
owners of vehicles and for governments.
2. Many private and commercial vehicles are old and in poor
condition.
3. Streets have deteriorated.
4. Presence of different kinds of traffic: pedestrians, non-motorized
transport, buses, trucks, and cars, all share the same streets,
unsegregated.
5. Footpaths are often non-existent, particularly in outlying areas.
6. streets and vehicles are poorly lit, increasing the risk at night.

According to the World Health Organization, with only 2% of
the global car fleet, Africa is registered 24,1% of victims of the toad
in 2016 (Fig. 3). Around 1,25 million of person lost their life on
the road in the World in 2016, don’t 300.000 victims on African
continent. This slaughter is disproportionate, compared to the road
network as to the number of cars in circulation. Failing regulations,
obsolescence of vehicles or roads, risky driving behavior, rising
income levels, alcoholism, corruption, and other factors comply.
The Ethiopian expert Girma Berhanu Bezabeh, during an African
Bank of road development report in 2013, confirmed: “the losses
caused in Africa are disproportionate to the level of motorization
and the density of the road network compared to other regions of the
world”. In 17 countries that responded to AfDB survey, out of the 38

The improvement of road safety in developing countries requires
he development of sustainable project components to match public
awareness and governmental commitment.
Countries exhibit different degrees of readiness to implement
road safety measures, depending on the government’s sensitivity to
the problem and its importance on the political agenda. The lower
the awareness level, the less likelihood there is of government
interest and ability to absorb safety components in projects
sponsored by the World Bank or other donors. By the way, World
Bank consultants in the field of road safety have pinpointed three
levels of awareness:
1. Awareness level 1. In these countries, there is little safety
awareness. Accident data may or may not be collected and any

Volume 11 • Issue 3 • September 2018
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data system will be primitive. Little is known about trends or
road users at risk. There is no one working specially on safety
matters. General interest by the government is low.
2. Awareness level 2. The government is aware of the road problem,
but has given it little priority. Accident data are sparse. Occasionally, there may be road safety pressure groups. The media may
be beginning to press for the action. Some university research
may be underway. (Remarks : Burundi is in this awareness level,
with the will of changing according to the road safety standard
but issue comes with lack of priority on resolving the problem.)
3. Awareness level 3. The government has recognized the need
for assistance. An improved data system has been established
and staff trained in safety operations. Analysis is undertaken
of black spots and to identify the road user groups most at
risk. A National Road Safety Council (NRSC) co-ordinates a
national road safety programme. Efforts are made to improve
driving tests and vehicles examinations, to develop children’s
traffic education and improve legislation. There is a core of people specialized in safety who are keen to tackle the problem
but lack resources. Road safety research is being undertaken
and media is active in pushing for action.
In recent years, a large number of conference, workshops
and seminars have been organized, focusing on the promotion of
road safety. Organizations such as the United Nations, the World
Bank and other banking institutions, WHO and the OECD have
played an important role in this regard. The following could be
mentioned: road safety conferences in Africa (Addis Ababa), Asia
(Kuala Lumpur), Latin America (Sao Paulo). These conferences
bring together a wealth of information and many contributors who
know how to promote road safety. It seems to be more a question
of how to get road hazard recognized as a political problem, and
how to realize the financing and organization of road safety policy,
than which measures to take.

2.4. Effective recent initiatives
To date, it has proven impossible to explain the development
in the number of accidents and road accidents victims on the basis
of our understanding of the causal relationship between these road
hazard indicators and explanatory variables, such as the volume
of traffic, composition of traffic, behavior in traffic, quality of
infrastructure and vehicles, weather conditions, etc. only in highly
exceptional cases it proved possible to trace the actual influence of
road safety measures in the accidents statics.
Based on contributions from the various authors and literature
review, the following subjects have been included in the report.
Subjects can offer a significant contribution to the scope of road hazard
and for which it has also proven possible to realize improvements
(Table 2):
• drinking and driving, under the influence of alcohol (Zaal, 1994);
• excessive an inappropriate driving speeds (ETSC, 1995; Zaal,
1994);
• assistance given to road accident victims (Trinca et al, 1988;
NRTAC, 1993);
• restrained systems: seat belts, child restraints etc. (SWOV, 1992);
• vehicle safety (ETSC, 1994).

6

Many examples can be given of programmes which have
proved successful in promoting road safety. This is overview will
describe a number of programmes of world renown.
Table 2. Best practice legislative criteria met by countries of the
African region [9]

Drinking and driving. App. 76% of African countries studied
have a law prohibiting the conduct of a vehicle beyond a certain
blood alcohol level in the blood. In almost all countries, sanctions
are more when an accident causing injury or deaths occurs under
the influence of alcohol. Controls Random breath tests are only
performed in one third of the countries and only a few uses the
combined breathalyzer and sobriety tests during police checks
to prevent driving in intoxicated. A third of the countries are not
aware of the control methods for drinking and driving. Generally,
countries, the police lack the means to enforce legislate on the
subject. No specialized training is also offered to law enforcement
officers to fight against this scourge. The results of the survey
revealed a low level of law enforcement.
The WHO recommends that drink-driving laws should be
based on blood alcohol concentration limits no more than 0.05g/
dl, with lower limits for young and novice drivers who constitute a
high-risk group. While 95% of countries in the region have some
type of national drink-driving law, only 33 countries base this law
on breath or blood alcohol concentration, and only 8 have a BAC
limit of less than or equal to 0.05 g/dl as is recommended. Only
one country in the region, Algeria, meets WHO’s criteria for best
practice on drink-driving laws, namely having a law based on a
BAC of less than or equal to 0.05g/dl and having a limit of less
than0.02 g/dl for young-novice drivers;
Speed. Eighteen African countries studied among them
Burundi, regulate the speed of movement, either nationally, at the
local level. Most of countries determine the speed limits according
to the hierarchy of roads, their environment (rural network and
urban network, for example) and categories of vehicles. The law
sets a default speed limit for zones in the majority of countries. Its
application is not always sometimes not strict in more than 80%
of cases.
Motorcycle helmet. Wearing a motorcycle helmet can reduce
the risk of death by almost 40% and the risk of severe injury by
approximately 70%. Effective enforcement of motorcycle helmet laws
can increase helmet-wearing rates and thereby reduce head injuries.
© Copyright by PSTT , All rights reserved. 2018
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Most (93%) countries in the African region have a motorcycle
helmet law but only 11 have a law that meets WHO’s standards of
best practice, that is it applies to both drivers and adult passengers,
all road types, all engine types, and stipulates that the helmet be
properly fastened. The effectiveness of national helmet legislation
in reducing injuries also depends on the quality of helmets worn:
40% of countries specify a national or international standard. Only
6 countries (Botswana, Cabo Verde, Ghana, Madagascar, Malawi
and Swaziland) meet all these best practice criteria, i.e. have both a
comprehensive law and specify a standard, with this figure higher
among middle income countries (20%) than among low-income
countries (9%).
Seat belt. Wearing a seat-belt reduces the risk of a fatality
among drivers and front-seat occupants by 45–50%, and up to
about 25% among rear-seat occupants. Seat-belt legislation, when
combined with strong and sustained enforcement, is an effective
mechanism for increasing seat-belt wearing rates. While 38
countries (88%) in the region have a seat-belt law, only 17 (40%)
have a seat-belt law that meets best practice, meaning it applies to
drivers, front seat passengers and rear-seat passengers, with this
figure higher among middle income countries (45%) than among
low-income countries (35%).
Child restraints. Children in appropriate restraints are
significantly less likely to be killed or injured than unrestrained
children, and are also less likely to be killed or injured than
children using adult seat-belts. Furthermore, young children are
safer sitting in the rear seat than in the front seat. Fifteen countries
(35%) in the region have a national child restraint law while 17
countries (40%) restrict children from sitting in the front seat.
Nine countries have laws in line with best practice with regard to
child restraints, specifically that restricts children under a certain
age from sitting in the front and have a child restraint law based on
age, weight and-or height.
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Gabon
Gambia
Ghana
Kenya
Mali

Inexistent
Inexistent
Existing
In project
Inexistent

Not realized
Not realized
Not realized
Not realized
Not realized

No
No
Yes
No
No

Limited
Limited
Limited
Limited
Limited

11

Morocco

Existing

Realized
regularly

Yes

Realized
regularly

12

Nigeria

Inexistent

Not realized

No

Limited

No

Limited

6
7
8
9

13

Uganda

Existing

Realized
regularly

14

Sierra
Leone

Existing

Realized
regularly

Yes

Realized
regularly

Tanzania
Chad
Tunisia

Existing
Existing
Inexistent

Not realized
Not realized
Not realized

No
No
No

Limited
Limited
Limited

15
16
17

Design guidelines and road design standards, are available in
many countries. But to date, these existing national standards only
rarely contain information on the safety effects of the roads designs
that are recommended or even prescribed. To enable the design of
safety roads, more clarity is needed about the relationship between
the layout and the safety aspects of the infrastructure elements.
Roads are built with one major function in mind: to enable
people and goods to travel from one place to another. However, it’s
necessary to make differentiations in traffic function because the
character of the travel process differs (long distance, allowing for
access etc.) while these differences require different road design
(Fig.4). An explanation of the high accident rates on all purpose
roads might be that these roads are multifunctional (flow function,
distributor function and access function) and allow different types
of road users in the same space and, at the same time, at relatively
high speeds and big speed differences.

2.5. Infrastructure safety road
The results of the study show that safety road traffic is one of
the elements taken into account by authorities in many countries
in the development of the road sector. The men road design
standards for most countries.
Better roads improve road safety (Table 3). The principles of safe
network design and road design are rather well-known, however,
practical conditions, others criteria than safety and limited funds
lead rather often to sub-optimal road design.
Table 3. Progress in integrating safety issues into road
infrastructure, 2013 [9]
Country

Audit
standards

Audit and
inspection
of security

Use of
data for
road
accidents

Improvement
works
of security

Existing

Not realized

Yes

Limited

2

Burkina
Faso
Burundi

Inexistent

No

Not realized

3

Cameroun

Existing

Not realized
Realized
regularly
Realized
regularly
Not realized

1

4

Egypt

Existing

5

Ethiopia

In project

Volume 11 • Issue 3 • September 2018

No
Yes
No

Limited
Realized
regularly
Limited

Fig.4. Differentiations in traffic [own study]

Different types of road users in the same space and at the same
time at relatively high seeds ad big speed differences lead to high
accidents rates.
Safety auditing. An audit technique can be used to make as
explicit as possible the safety consequences of certain choices in
the detailed planning and the design process and to optimize a
road design. The primary objective of using an audit technique
is to ensure that road safety is optimally incorporated during the
design which is simple and recognizable for future roads users,
thereby minimizing potential error.
Following the different procedures audit activities would
involve five phases:
1. feasibility/initial phase (or the strategic level of a RIA);
2. preliminary design;
3. detailed design;
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4. inspection of the roads in the pre-opening phase;
5. inspection of the road in-service.
Sustainable safe traffic. A sustainable safe system has:
• an infrastructure whose proper road design is adapted to the
limitations of human capacity;
• vehicles fitted with ways to simplify the task of the road user
and constructed to protect human beings as effectively as
possible, and;
• a road user who is adequately educated, informed and where
necessary, controlled.
As to the infrastructure, the key to arrive at sustainable safety
lies in the systematic and consistent application of three safety
principles that reduce in advance the liability of encounters with
implicit risk the three safety principles are:
• the functional use of the road network, by preventing
unintended use of reach road;
• the homogeneous use, by preventing large differences in
vehicle speed, mass and direction of movement;
• the predictable use, thus preventing uncertainty amongst
road users, by enhancing the predictability of the road’s
course and the behaviour of fellow road users.
This approach could be characterized as a preventive one,
a systematic one and a consistent one which is in contrast to the
curative one, the incidental one, and the compromise approach of
many road policies of today.

2.6. Telematics
Telematics (Applied Transport Telematics ATT) is increasingly
considered as a means to improve traffic and transport management
as well as road safety. Roads safety arguments turn out to be a good
sales argument. High-pitched expectations are created around
telematic applications and their expected positive effect on road
safety; expectations which are not completely fulfilled. In addition,
the developments in this area are barely directed by relevant social
and policy-making developments but rather by a technology push.
From the point of view of road safety, the following questions are of
importance in an assessment of telematic applications:
• controlled traffic growth; (i.e. route planners, fleet management
with GPS)
• optimal distribution of traffic over time and space; (actual radio
traffic information)
• management of traffic streams (i.e. homogenizing driving
speed)
• reducing risks; (i.e. warnings of extreme road and weather
conditions, improvements of visibility, intelligent speed
limiters)
• restriction of the negative effects of accidents (accident alarm
system, co-ordination of assistance)
There are also developments afoot which could have a negative
influence on the driving behaviour and driving performance (i.e.
the car use as office, including telephone and fax. It is necessary
that safety assessments on such developments be made, which
could perhaps lead to regulations. Over and above, this there
should at least be a code of practice, a checklist such as exists

8

in England whereby possible negative consequences can be
established. Furthermore, from the point of view of the user, the
acceptance of all these developments is of importance and equally
the comprehensibility (man/ machine interaction especially in an
ageing society.
Governments and representatives of road users should closely
and more carefully follow telematic developments and applications
(individual and collective systems as well), make assessments at
management level and-if necessary-try to make corrections. Of
course, this should be done on an international basis.
In most cases, intelligent transport system applications in Africa
are focused on: traffic monitoring using CCTV (Closed Circuit
Television) cameras, automatic number plate recognition systems,
automatic vehicle location systems, and variable traffic management
systems.
“CCTV Traffic Monitoring System” or “CCTV Traffic System”
means any system or device that enables continuous or periodic
recording, observing or monitoring of the Municipal Road Allowance.
The information collected through the CCTV Traffic System will be
routinely overwritten
The telematics in the essential way improve safety and reliability
of transport systems, enables optimizing cargo motion routes and
reduces the costs. Telematics is currently the important parts of
transportation infrastructure. The key question in transportation
system safety and reliability is its ability to gain the output products
(information), generated by the participating in transportation
process, and then integration for quantity and quality evaluation,
and processing to output products useful in the decision process.

2.7. Burundi case study
Burundi has made road safety one of its priorities, although
instruments are lacking required for the implementation of a policy
and a plan effective action plans and for the establishment of an
able to achieve the objectives in this area (Table 4). The police forces
are responsible for investigating accidents and to save the data
concerning them; however, statistics are not compiled at national
level. The Burundi, are considered to be victims of the road the dead
people at the scene of the accident. The required data concerning
road accidents and the fleet of vehicles were not disclosed.
There is no training or driving test standardized across the
country. Obtaining the permit driving is based solely on practical
training and on the testing of drivers. In a general way the laws in
force relating to the wearing of the helmet and the belt as well as
the speed of movement make strictly enforced. There is no such
thing as drunk driving legislation and use child restraints.
Activities concerning infrastructure security roads and awareness
of the dangers of the road, such as that road safety campaigns are not
systematic way. Vehicle safety is limited to one compulsory annual
technical inspection for vehicles particulars, semi-annually for road
transport vehicles. And quarterly for public transport vehicles.
The budget devoted to road safety not clear from the annual
budget of the Ministry of Transport. Road Fund does not provide
resources allocated to road safety. The intervention system emergency
medical and relief in place in the country covers most major cities.
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Table 4. Profile of Burundi [9]
n.a.: not applicable; -: data non-available

3. Conclusion

NATIONAL LEGISLATION
Speed limits set at the national
Yes
level
Local authorities can set lower
Non
limits
Maximum speed allowed in
60km/h
urban areas
Application

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Legislation relating to driving
while inebriated
Allowed blood alcohol thresholdgeneral population
Allowed blood alcohol thresholdyoung drivers or new drivers
Breathalyzer tests and / or
random police checks
Fatal road accidents involving
alcohol consumption

Yes
0,1g/dl
0,1g/dl
Yes
70%

Application

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Motorcycle helmet legislation

Yes

Applies to the driver and
passengers

Yes

Mandatory standards for helmets

No

Helmet wear rate

-

Application

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Seat belt legislation

No (to the local level)

Applies to all passengers

n.a.

Seat belt wear rate

95% in front
0% at the back

Application

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Child restraints legislation

No

Application

n.a.
VEHICLE STANDARDS

No automobile industry
VERIFICATION OF ROAD SAFETY
Mandatory official verification
of new road infrastructure

Yes

Regular verification of existing
road infrastructure

No

PROMOTION OF ALTERNATIVE MEANS OF TRANSPORT
National policies for walking
or cycling
National policies for transport
means

No
No

SUPPORT AFTER ACCIDENT
Official system of prehospital care
accessible to the population

No

National number of universal
emergency call

n.a.
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In most countries in the region, official road traffic injury
data are vastly underreported. There is a need to strengthen the
reporting and quality of traffic data in order to provide evidence
based information for policy makers.
Telematics, using techniques such as informatics optoelectronics,
automatics and telecommunications, helps to reduce costs of
transportation potential management, improves the security and
reliability of the transportation service and the decision process
automation. Modern telematics methods offer a huge application
potential in teleservicing, having impact on most engineering
disciplines.
There seem to be no options available for simple, large-scale, new
and effective measures which can further promote road safety. On the
contrary, we should focus on the problems and measures that have
already been recognized and adopted. The better implementation of
well-known measures, leading to larger and longer-lasting effects at
less expenses, is more appropriate than searching for new universal
remedy. A large number of countries are currently focusing on three
areas of priority: driving under the influence, speeding behavior and
the insufficient use of seat belts and helmets. Furthermore, attempts
are being made to improve road for high-risk groups (young drivers)
and vulnerable road users (pedestrians, children, the elderly).
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ABSTRACT
The authors of this article focus on the analysis of safety weaks of digital signature schemes used within e-Government
service in condition of Slovak republic. Main part is orientated on the possibility of attacks on eID card with using
RSA digital signature scheme what was in the last months very frequently medialized in Slovakia. In the practical
part on the base of mathematically description is analysed possible weaks of RSA digital signature schemes especially
complexity of factorization problems dependence of length of key is describe and compare with more effectiveness
ECDSA scheme. On the base of studies the authors mentioned the recommendations for parameters selection of
very often used digital signature schemes focus on access to safety- critical applications supported during process of
digitalization of e-Government in Slovak republic.
KEYWORDS: E-Government, safety-critical, services, eID card, authorization, qualified certificate,
digital signature, RSA, ECDSA, complexity of factorization

1. Introduction
It is well known that in a cyberspace is the electronic signature
an innovative alternative to the traditional hand-written signature
when you perform on-line transactions. Issuing and utilization of
the electronic signature is in Slovak Republic (SR) governed by the
Act No.272/2016 Coll. on Trust Services [1]. In terms of this Act
is the electronic signature issued by using the classified equipment
(CE) with using the qualified certificate (QC). Qualified electronic
signature (QES) offers to their clients authenticity (ability to
unambiguously validate the subject identity), integrity (ability to
evidence, that after document signing there was not any change
of the document) and non-repudiation (client can not declare, that
they do not sign document). Within countries in European Union
(EU) belong to pioneer of electronics signature using Austria and
Estonia. In Slovak republic was by adoption of the Trust services
Act [1] repealed Act No.215/2002 Coll. [2] and the term guaranteed
electronical signature has modified to qualified electronic
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signature. In Slovak republic is QES used for communication with
governmental organizations through the Central Government
Portal, access to services of the Business and Trade Register,
communication with the financial administration (tax and customs
authorities) and for communication with the courts of law in SR.
It is clear, that access to these applications also with issuing and
utilization of QES as well as QC issued by the accredited certification
authority must provide appropriate high level of security. In Slovak
republic is security of electronic services in accordance with
e-Government act implemented through electronic identification
card (eID) with chip, where are stored (by using electronic signatures
with asymmetric cryptography schemes) public key (PK), secret key
(SK) and qualified certificate, that are used for QES generation [3].
In connection to act on e-Government in SR is eID secure
device for cryptography key storing (public and secret) and qualified
certificate too, that are aimed at qualified electronic signature
creation. For QES issuing through electronic identification card must
be fulfilled these conditions:
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• it is necessary to own eID with valid qualified certificate, which
is stored in chip,
• it is necessary to have computer with chip card reader and with
relevant drivers, SW tools for eID and application for QES
generation,
• the citizen must know its personal security code) PSC and
personal identification number (PIN) for QES,
• for on-line communication is there needed internet connection
and browser with installed application for QES creation.
In last months the researchers in Slovak and Czech Republic [4,
5] has pointed out weaknesses in eID with chip. The problem was
found in key issuing in SW library, which was created by company
Infineon Technologies AG. It is very often used library, which we
can found at highest levels of security not only in applications in
Slovak republic, but also in Estonia and Austria. The weaknesses
connected to key management, which is needed for the RSA
(Rivest Shamir Adleman) signature scheme [6], which is used
by eID they discovered also researchers from Enigma Bridge in
Cambridge and Italian Ca’Foscari University of Venice [7, 8]. It
is security weakness, which allows a hackers calculate the secret
key from public key because the space of keys is significantly
limited (factorization becomes for RSA keys with length 512 bits,
1024 bits and 2048 bits possible and feasible). In Slovak republic
was threatened approximately 300.000 clients, whereas from 2.5
million issued eID cards with chip not everyone activated the
certificates. The Top-level certification authority in SR – National
Security Authority (NSA) reacted to a published evidences of
eID security vulnerabilities by revoking of all certificates from
31st October 2017 and clients were requested to apply for issuing
new certificate with 3072 bits keys, what however will be only
temporary solution.
Authors of the article analysed the possibilities of crypto analytical
attack to the RSA algorithm through the attack to factorization.
Simultaneously they pointed out to possibility of substitution the
RSA algorithm by more effective way of securing - ECDSA (Elliptic
Curve Digital Signature Algorithm) signature schemes application.
ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography) based certificates plan to deploy
for securing e-Government services (after revoking till now valid
certificates) for example Estonia.

2. Mathematical principle of
digital signature schemes and
their security
List of approved signature schemes, algorithms and parameters
for qualified electronic signature generation are mentioned in the
Regulation of the National Security Office No. 135/2009 Coll. [9]. In
the regulation are mentioned QES formats, ways of QEP generation,
list of approved signature schemes and also ways of generation and
verification of timestamps. With reference to [9] it is recommended
nine signature schemes (look at Table 1). In Table 1 are presented
asymmetric cryptosystem algorithm and type of hash function.
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Table 1. List of approved QEP signature schemes with reference to [9]

Signature
Scheme

Asymmetric algorithm

Hash Function

001

RSA

SHA1

002

RSA

SHA1

003

RSA

RIMEMD160

004

RSA

RIPEMD160

005

DSA

SHA1

006

ECDSA -

SHA1

007

ECDSA-

SHA1

008

ECGDSA -

SHA1

009

ECGDSA -

SHA1

By implementation QES in Slovak republic are recommended
schemes with appendix (signature is added to a document).
It is deterministic scheme with the RSA algorithm but it is
recommended also stochastic scheme DSA type (Digital Signature
Algorithm), which uses modified El Gamal algorithm and ECDSA
scheme, which uses ECC algorithm. ECDSA signature schemes are
recommended in structure (utilizing prime ECC) and in structure
(utilizing binary ECC). It is recommended also German standard
ECGDSA (Elliptic Curve German Digital Signature Standard).
As a hash functions are recommended American standard SHA
(Secure Hash Algorithm) or European standard RIPMED (RACE
Integrity Primitives Evaluation Message Digest).We suppose that
the length of hash code used by implementation is at least 256 bits
and not as it is mentioned in Appendix 1 of the regulation [9] (it is
difficult for legislation to keep abreast of the fast trends in cryptoanalysis). We also suppose that for implementation is in case of the
RSA algorithm utilized safer modification of the RSA.
For the purpose of security weaknesses analysis in case of
deterministic schemes with the RSA and stochastic ECDSA it is
necessary to start from their mathematical description.
The mathematical description consists from parts generation
of keys, signature creation and their verification {Gen, Sign, Vrf}.
Particular parts represents:
• {Gen} – probabilistic polynomial algorithm for key pair
generation – secret key (SK) and public key (PK).
• {Sign} – effective algorithm for signature SignSK generation
from digital document (message)xn, with using SK.
• {Vrf} – typically deterministic polynomial algorithm, which
validate the signature VrfPK(M,Sign) with using PK.
Signature scheme correctness is generally defined:
(1)

2.1. RSA signature scheme
Today there exist various modifications of RSA signature scheme
with the aim to increase security on stochastic elements enhancing
basis. Examples of such approach are RSA-FDH (Full Domain
Hash) scheme and RSA-PSS (Probabilistic Signature Scheme) [10].
Original digital signature scheme on the RSA basis is
characterized as a deterministic scheme, i.e. for the same message
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(6)

(document) with the same RSA parameters is generated the same
digital signature. This principle is based on the fact, that on the
side of the message sender (citizen) A (when the digital signature
is generated) is from message M created hash code h=M(H) by the
hash function H. This code is encrypted by sender’s secret key ESKA
and joined to message M. Through the communication channel is
then transmitted open message M and digital signature sign=ESKA
(H(M)).To the signature is added in addition certificate issued by
accredited certification authority (ACA). One of the first ACA in
SR, which issues qualified certificates (QC) also with timestamp is
PSCA (First Slovak Certification Authority).
In original RSA signature scheme the recipient (appropriate
authority) B after receiving signed message validates the digital
signature by the deciphering it with using the public key of sender ܣ
(PܭA) whereby it get hash code, which is compared with calculated
hash code from received message M’, i.e. h’=H(M’) If are these two
codes equal (h’=h), the message is authentic.
Basic techniques for signature generation and its verification
are described in standard PKCS#1 [10].
Key generation procedure, signature generation and its
verification in the RSA scheme (from sender A towards receiver
B) can be mathematically described as follows [3]:
• generating of key pair for sender A - {Gen}:
• generate two different, but approximately the same length
primes p and q, p<q; prime generation can be based for
example on probabilistic Rabin-Miller algorithm; according
to the ANSI X9. 31 [11] it is required so called strong primes;
for primality are tested not only p and q, but also (p–1), (q–1),
(p+1), (q+1). Primes and are not used in next procedure, but
the must stay confidential.
• calculate modulus N (it means length of the key and Euler
function φ(N)):

N = p · q; φ(N) + (p–1) · (q–1)

(2)

• choose cipher exponent so that 1<s< φ(N); number must be
incommensurable with φ(N):

gcd(s, φ(N))) = 1

(4)

Note: In described original procedure are sometimes primes and
not generated randomly, but first of all is chosen special value of
cypher exponent (public element), for example s = 17 or s =216 +
1 and accordingly to this is adapted selection of primes p and q.
• digital signature generation on side of sender  ܣ-{Sign}:
• original message - M;
• generated signature:
(5)
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2.2. ECDS signature schemes

(3)

• number pair s, N represents public key ~PK ={ݏ, ܰ};
• calculate decrypt exponent so that congruence is achieved:

• signature verification on side of sender { ܤVrf}:
• received message - M’;
• signature - ;݊݃݅ݏ
• signature validity:

Correctness of this signature scheme results from the fact that
in the RSA algorithm are encrypt and decrypt transformation are
mutually inverse functions. Similar as the encryption and decryption
scheme is security of the RSA scheme of digital signature based on
big numbers factorization difficulty (big modulus N).
The RSA laboratories, as the authority in this area, recommends
substitute till now used signature schemes with the RSA algorithm
(PKCS # 1 v1.5) by more robust schemes, which brings into the
process of digital signature creation some random elements.
In many cases is a question of RSA algorithm security often
limited only to discussion about key length. The security of such
system is also influenced by right implementation, size of encryption
and decryption exponent and many other details. From the time,
when was the RSA published for the first time, many scientist have
explored the robustness of this algorithm and many of the attacks
against RSA have been successful, none of them has been critical.
Mainly there has been pointed out to possible threat of unsuitable use
of this cryptosystem, because secure implementation of the RSA is
not simple task. Today is as a most critical attack to the RSA algorithm
taken attack to a concrete implementation and its concrete weaknesses,
where are applicable well known techniques side channels.
The most known attacks on the RSA can be sorted out into the
four groups [12]:
• attacks on RSA algorithm structure;
• attacks on small decryption exponent;
• attacks on small encryption exponent;
• attacks on implementation.
In studies [13] are published new attacks based on possibility to
create fictitious signature by attacker for selected message (existential
forgery), when the attacker is able to generate a number of message
and signature couples {M, Sign}. Then consequently are created valid
signatures, or more precisely attacks of EUF-CMA type (existentially
unforgeable under the chosen message attack).

Cryptography based on elliptic curves is a new perspective
trend in modern asymmetric cryptography. Basic algebraic structure,
which is used in ECC, is the elliptic curve group of points. They are
complex mathematical objects, described by multiple expressions,
definitions and theorems that can be found for example in [14].
Gradual implementation of the ECDSA (as a substitute for the
RSA) comes from advantageous characteristics of these schemes.
These are mainly higher security of the ECC by smaller bit’s
key length utilization which leads to smaller computational
complexity. The ECDSA signature schemes faster for signature
generation (suitable for on-line signing). It is well known that
ECDSA algorithm security is dependent on discrete logarithm
problem solving (Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem).
For the SW application of eID are suitable elliptic curves over the
finite ring Fp. At the present time are standardized NIST (National
Institute of Standards and Technology) curves: P-256, P-384
and P-521 [15]. The ECDSA P-256 has its equivalent from the
perspective of modulus N in the RSA algorithm RSA 3072.
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Procedure of generation and verification of ECDSA digital
signature over the finite field can be mathematically described this
way [3]:
• generating of key pair for sender (citizen) - {Gen}:
• selection of parameters Fp(a,b) – for expression y2 =x3 +ax
+b; count of points Fp(a,b) should be dividable by the large
prime p (p is a key length);
• selection of point PFp(a,b) - ܲ is defined by coordinates
[xp,yp]; degree of the point is n (n > 2160).
• selection of random number d - d is number from interval
(1,n – 1);
• calculation of point Q - Q is defined by coordinates [xQ, yQ]:
(7)

Q=d·P
• public key and secret key are:

(8)

PKA = {E, P, n, Q}; SKA = {d}

• digital signature generation on the side of sender {Sign}:
• generation of message fingerprint M - H(M);
• selection of k - k is a random number from interval (1,n – 1);
• calculation of k · P - k · P = (x1, y1);
• signature calculation:

;H(M)

(9)

• signature is the couple (r, s), signature length is a double the
key length;
• signed message - {M, r, s};
• GLJLWDOVLJQDJHYHUL¿FDWLRQ{Vrf}:
x received message - {M’, r’, s’};
x verification by receiver if the received ’ݎ,  ’ݏare integers from interval (1, n – 1)
x calculation of H(M); according to the selected hash
function type and w:
(10)

xcalculation of u1, u2:
(11)

x calculation:
(12)

xif it is true that v = r’ than the signage is valid, if v ≠ r’,
than message was modified or was signed by someone
else or the message was signed faulty.
Arithmetical operation of NIST curves are more difficult to
implement in comparison with the RSA. Probably there is a reason
why process of the ECDSA implementation slowed down. Even in
case of correct implementation it is hard to solve problems arising
from the side channels attacks or weakening of system by attack. SW
application must deal not only with points on ECC but also with the
point in zero and infinity O. To the problem contributes also slow
legislation. The deterministic schemes can use one type of algorithm
while in the ECDSA it is possible to use multiple ECC, which makes
the process of implementation difficult. Today there exists more
alternative ECC, for example Curve 25519 (Montgomery curve),
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ed 25519 (Twisted Edwards curve). However introducing new
standards is slow and today there exist only preliminary versions of
IETF standards.

3. Safety weaks of eID based on
digital signature in condition
of Slovak Republic
Based on research over the implemented technology of eID [16] it
appears that by utilization of extension to Coppersmith’s factorization
attack it is possible to reconstruct secret key from public key by
utilizing available (and reachable) computing power.
The problem was discovered in Infineon’s RSA library version
1.02.013, which falsely generates key pairs [17], and this fact can
help to an attacker to uncover RSA secret key from the relevant
public key. As a result is key space so much limited, that for key
length bellow 2048 bits is factorization by attack of type “brute force
attack” which follows the most unfavourable direction feasible. The
part of the library which uses ECC appears as a secure.
As a solution the producer of relevant technology offers Infineon
update which addresses the problem. The recommendation of
producer is to utilize ECC keys, but change of algorithm is not
always possible. In applications where is the RSA required it is
recommended to use different method – for example OpenSSL and
then use the new secure RSA keys with the old device.
The library is widely used in devices approved by NIST FIPS
140-2 and Common Criteria EAL 5+ and so it represents quite wide
area of applications and environments affected by this problem. For
example they are eID cards, authentication tokens, TLS/HTTPS
keys, PGP. Trust boot devices or SW packet signature.
Prime generation by library brings to the users advantages
from perspective of computational power’s optimization (primes
generation with suitable length and evidence that they are primes
is computationally intensive) but simultaneously it brings entropy
decreasing for keys generated this way, which can lead into
simplifying the task of the potential attacker. This malfunction was
addressed in the described case. The Infineon Company utilizes in its
products accelerating algorithm “Fast Prime” (in case of time-limited
operation). It is SW algorithm connected to the HW where it should
be implemented. This algorithm was introduced in year 2000 and was
certified by BSI (Federal Office for Information Security) in Germany.
In the time of certification there were not identified mathematical
weaknesses. The change came with discovered method, described in
[16]. Utilizing of this method brings estimated complexity 45 CPU
days for cipher braking in case of relevant RSA algorithm with key
length 1024 bits and in average 50 CPU years in case of relevant RSA
algorithm with key length 2048 bits.
Specific structure of primes that are used in eID (selection from
SW library) creates for attacker possibility to make anticipatory
fetching of primes and to optimize the time of factorization this
way. The factorization can be parallelized, what creates another
optimization potential when we take into consideration easy
accessibility of computing power. Today is the worst case scenario
for reaching a cost equivalent for breaking cipher:
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• 1024 bits RSA with utilization of Amazon cloud - 756 USD,
• 2048 bits RSA with utilization of Amazon cloud - 40.000 USD.
Complexity of the factorization attack is not the same for all
key lengths and it is not monotonously growing function.
Factorization complexity in dependence on used key length is
referred at Fig.1 which is taken from [16].

Fig. 1. The complexity of keys factorization produced by the studies
RSALib with different key length [own study]

7KH(VWLPDWLRQRIWLPHIRUFLSKHUEUHDNLQJDFFRUGLQJWR[16]
is referred in Table 2
Table 2. Estimation of time for RSA algorithm breaking [own study]
Key length
in bits

Rented computing power
Amazon (2xIntel E5-2666
v3@2.90GHz, estimated)

Cost of energy ($0,2/kWh)
(2xIntel E5-2666
v3@2.90GHz, estimated)

512 b

0,63 hours, $0,063

$0,002

1024 b

31,71 hours, $76

$1,78

2048 b

45,98 years, $40.305

$944

3072 b
4096 b

9,28*1024 years, $8,13*1027
4,18*108 years, $3,66*1011

$1,90*1026
$8,58*109

Efficiency of the method used for RSA secret key breaking leads
to the knowledge, that in this case is the most difficult to break key
with length 3072 bits and exactly this key length was chosen as a
solution for current state of “eID problem” in Slovak republic.
It is the worst case scenario which leads to the most optimistic
parameters of breaking from perspective of the attacker, in case if
it is realised.

4. Recommendation
7KH 56$ LV WRGD\ PRUH IUHTXHQWO\ XWLOLVHG WHFKQLTXH LQ
FRPSDULVRQWRWKH(&&LWZDVHDUOLHUFDUULHGLQWROLIHVRWKHWLPH
KLVWRULFDOO\KDVEXLOWXSFRQ¿GHQFHWRLWVXWLOL]DWLRQDOVRLQFRQQHFWLRQ
to system tools for its assisted deployment (existing libraries).
7KHHYHQWVRIWKHODVWPRQWKVKRZHYHUEURXJKWDQHFHVVLW\IRUUH
HYDOXDWLRQRIWKLVVWDWHPHQWIRUDGGUHVVLQJRIWKHJURZWKFRPSXWLQJ
SRZHUDQGIURPWKLVIDFWUHVXOWLQJJURZWKRIULVNIRUFLSKHUEUHDNLQJ
PXVWEHLPSOHPHQWHGXSJUDGLQJWRWKHNH\VZLWKKLJKHUOHQJWK7KLV
LPSOLFDWLRQEULQJVJURZRIUHTXLUHPHQWVIRUVWRUDJHDQGWUDQVSRUW
UHOHYDQW WR FU\SWRJUDSKLF SURFHVVHV ± ZKDW LV QRW DOZD\V HDVLO\
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IXO¿OOHG/RJLFDOO\FDQEHWDNHQDVWKHVROXWLRQ(&&DVDVXEVWLWXWLRQ
RIWKH56$EXWWKLVUHSODFHPHQWLVQRWSHUIHFW(&&LVDSSUR[LPDWHO\
WKHVDPHDJHDVWKH56$EXWLWVGHSOR\PHQWLVGHOD\HGDQGWKHUHIRUH
WKHUHLVDIHZHUUHDOGHSOR\PHQWV7KHUHDUHPDQ\FDXVHVRIWKHVH
IDFWRUV)RUH[DPSOHVHOHFWLRQRIVXLWDEOHHOOLSWLFFXUYHLVVHQVLWLYH
GHFLVLRQEHFDXVHQRWHYHU\FXUYHLVVXLWDEOHDQGVHFXUHDQGVRPH
FXUYHVDUHYXOQHUDEOHE\WKHLUQDWXUH[18]0RUHVHFXUHWKHQJHQHUDWH
WKHFXUYHE\\RXUVHOILVWRXVHVRPHRIVWDQGDUGVIRUH[DPSOH1,67
),36 (&&%UDLQSRRO6(&*HWF0RUHRYHULVVLJQL¿FDQW
UHOHYDQWIDFWRUDQH[LVWHQFHRISDWHQWSURWHFWLRQDIWHUGLVFRYHULQJ
RI (&& FDQ EH UHFRJQL]HG TXLWH VLJQL¿FDQW HIIRUW WR SURWHFW E\
SDWHQWGHYHORSHGWHFKQRORJLHVZKLFKOHDGVLQWROLPLWHGZLGHQLQJ
LQFRPSDUHZLWK56$IRUH[DPSOH7KLVIDFWLVJUDGXDOO\FKDQJLQJ
EHFDXVH RI H[SLULQJ WLPH IRU SDWHQW SURWHFWLRQ LQ FDVH RI UHOHYDQW
WHFKQRORJLHV
From the perspective of encryption is on the one side the RSA
slightly faster than the ECC (if we suppose comparable security),
but on the other side is opposite process much faster for the ECC
as compared with the RSA. It is the implication of the fact, that for
the same security is in case of the ECC required shorter key length
as it is for the RSA and this way is process complexity reduced.
Key length comparison in bits for equivalent security (according
to the NIST) is in Table 3.
Table 3. Equivalent security for the most utilized symmetric and
asymmetric algorithms [own study]
Symmetric scheme
(key size in bits)

ECC-based scheme
(size of n in bits)

RSA/DSA (modulus
size N in bits)

56

112

512

80

160

1024

112

224

2048

128

256

3073

192

384

7680

256

512

15360

Important attribute of a deployment is not only selection of
used cryptographic algorithm, but also the way of implementation,
where is HW implementation taken as cryptographically more
resistant, than it is in case of SW implementation. The key is exact
fulfilment of all standard conditions - for example: if some variable
should be random, it must be random. There are examples, when
it was expected input value, which should be random substituted
by constant, which has led into cryptographic compromising of
solution (as the example can be taken Sony Playstation 3).
,PSRUWDQWDVSHFWIRUFRPSDULQJVFKHPHVRIGLJLWDOVLJQDWXUHLV
QRWRQO\HTXLYDOHQWVHFXULW\EXWDOVRVLJQDWXUHOHQJWK7KLVSDUDPHWHU
LVPDLQO\LPSRUWDQWIRUGHYLFHVZLWKOLPLWHGFRPSXWDWLRQDOSRZHU
VXFKDVVPDUWFDUGVDQGVHQVRUQHWZRUNVZKHUHLWLVYHU\LPSRUWDQW
OHW WKH GLJLWDO VLJQDWXUH VFKHPH KDV D YHU\ HI¿FLHQW VLJQLQJ
YHULI\LQJDQGLQVRPHFDVHVERWKRIWKHPDFFRUGLQJWRWKHOLPLWHG
storage possibilities.
,Q 7DEOH  WR 7DEOH  DUH UHIHUUHG VLJQDWXUH OHQJWK LQ ELWV 
for 56$)'+ 56$366 '6$ DQG (O *DPDO DQG (&'6$ LQ
FRPSDULVRQWRHTXLYDOHQWVHFXULW\$OVRWKHUHDUHLQ7DEOHWR7DEOH
UHIHUUHGDKDVKFRGHOHQJWKV LQELWV IRULQGLYLGXDOVFKHPHVDQG
OHYHORIVHFXULW\
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Table 4. Signature length for RSA-FDH and RSA-PSS schemes for
individual level of security [own study]
Signature
length

Hash
length

N

Security

RSA-FDH
1024

1024

1024

80

2048

2048

2048

112

3072

3072

3072

128

1024

160-512

1024

80

2048

160-512

2048

112

3072

160-512

3072

128

Table 5. Signature length for DSA and El Gamal schemes for
individual level of security [own study]
p

q

Hash
length

1024

160

160

320

80

2048

224

224

448

112

3072

256

256

512

128

Security

DSA

El Gamal
1024

-

1024

2048

80

2048

-

2048

4096

112

3072

-

3072

6144

128

Table 6. Signature length for ECDSA scheme for individual level of
security [own study]
Key length

Signature
length

Hash length

160

320

160

80

224

448

224

112

256

512

256

128

Security

In case of systems, where is the most important performance
of digital signature scheme in use and it is not limited by system
memory is another important parameter for their comparison also
the performance. These applications could be classified according
to the characteristic if they require fast signing or fast verification
of signature. In practise is today signature verification performed
much more frequently than signature generating. In consequence to
this it is suitable to have schemes, where is verification not computeintensive task. In Table 7 is compared performance of the RSA and
the ECDSA signature schemes from perspective of number of
required operations per second when the signature is generated and
verified for individual security levels.
Table 7. Performance comparing for the RSA and the ECDSA
signature schemes [own study]
Signing
[operations per second]

Verification
[operations per second]

RSA-1024

6 100

93 281

RSA-2048

857

27 496

16

118

7 370

15 375

7 349

ECDSA-256
(nistp256)

9 024

3 697

ECDSA-521
(nistp521)

3 252

1 501

Note: Performance comparing was done with these characteristics:
I7-2600, 3.40GHz, Ubuntu 12.04 LTS 64-bit, openssl 1.0.1, 8kB
blocs

RSA-PSS

Signature
length

RSA-4096
ECDSA-224
(nistp224)

Currently it is recommended form perspective of computational
security to apply cryptographic systems with exponential complexity
in practise, where is time for algorithm breaking many times
higher than it is length of human life according to the available PC
performance. The results of experiment are referred in Table 8 [19],
which was done under these conditions:
• I7-5600U CPU 2.60GHz x 4 cores,
• Theoretically 2600000000 x 4 ≈ 10000000000,
• ≈ 10.109 operations per second,
• Cluster with 1 000 servers,
• The Age of the Universe 13.8 . 109 years.
Table 8. Computational security of cryptographic algorithm for
individual key length [own study]
Strength (bits)

Time

80

3 833 years

112

16 464 665 330 209 years = 1 193 universes

128

78 190 457 universes

140

320 268 112 014 universes

192

1442359349927821335964738119…

This situation is changing in coming quantum computers. It
should be noted that potential of big number factorization by using
a quantum computers was described already before 20 years [20]
and it brings exponential acceleration of this process in comparison
to classic algorithms. Practical addressing of quantum technologies
problems in its deployment [21] raises an expectation that in a few
years term will be classic cryptography changed, respectively it will
be transformed into the quantum-proof cryptography (for examples
hash EDVHG VLJQDWXUHV DUH LPPXQH WR WKH DSSOLFDWLRQ RI TXDQWXP
FRPSXWHUV 
As a target becomes a creation of cryptographic system resistant
to classic and also quantum computers but with intention of achieving
interoperability with existing communication networks. One example
of the project addressing this challenge is for example organizing of
first PQC (Post-Quantum Cryptography) Standardization
Conference announced by NIST [22] to April 2018. Anyhow these
are at this moment only expectation that do not need to be completely
achieved.
The RSA deployment, respectively the ECC will be definitely
vital part of cryptography also for near future. As a fundamental fact
can be taken continuing of research in this area, when undiscovery
of fast factorization method (for the RSA) or effective discrete
logarithm problem solving algorithm (for the ECC) creates an
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expectation that breaking of basic parts of cryptography achieves
acceptable risk. The cryptography of today is based on expected
interpretation of well-known open question in complexity theory,
the P versus NP. Major part of cryptography belongs to class NP and
mentioned expectations leads to the premise that classes P and
NP are not equal and so there does not exist polynomial time for
relevant algorithm breaking.

5. Conclusion
Classical cryptography reaches gradually the limits. Its original
deterministic concept is under the influence of stochastic elements
introducing enriched, but it can be expected that this approach will
not be sufficient forever - from the perspective of barrier creation
for breaking difficulty.
Digital signature signage in connection to eID are based on
asymmetry assumption; signature generation (encryption) is simple
but decryption is without knowledge of the key difficult (or at least
knowledges how to derive it). This premise becomes problematic
also because of quantum technologies progress (likewise mistakes
in implementation of existing trusted cryptographic methods), as
it had been in described digital signature implementation made
by Infineon company. Implementation of the RSA signature
scheme in the eID technology for the purpose of e-Government
services providing has been noted, that by utilization of extension
to Coppersmith’s factorization attack it is possible to reconstruct
secret key from public key by utilizing available computing power.
Because of this is transition to the ECDSA signature scheme for
e-Government applications mandatory.
Authors pointed out security risks of this application and
they introduced comparisons to more effective digital signature
schemes as well as recommendation for key length according to the
equivalent and computational security in context of performance of
these cryptographic systems.
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ABSTRACT
Since many years the most frequently method used for position fix in transport are global satellite navigation systems
(SNS) as GPS and GLONASS and Satellite Based Augmentation System as EGNOS, GAGAN, MSAS and WAAS.
Next global SNS (Galileo and BeiDou) and SBAS (SDCM) and KAAS) are under construction. The generic name
given to all these mentioned above systems is Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS).
Since 2010 GNSS Market Report, edited by the European GNSS Agency (GSA), takes a comprehensive look at the
global GNSS market providing detailed analysis per market segment (currently 9 segments) and application type
(currently depending on segment 4, 8, 11 or 13). In order to show the different distributions of these two parameters
in different continents the world was divided into six regions (European Union, Russia and Europe without European
Union, North America, Asia‒Pacific, Middle East and Africa, South America and Caribbean). The distributions of
installed base of GNSS device and total revenue of GNSS devices sales by region and application in selected years for
all four modes of transport (area, maritime, rail and road) are presented. In these analysis new and emerging GNSS
trends by all these modes and the population numbers in each region was taken into account also.

KEYWORDS: satellite navigation system, GNSS, GNSS devices, mode of transport

1. Introduction
Since many years the most frequently method used for position
in all modes of transport are satellite navigation systems (SNS). At
the time of this writing (January 2018) two global SNSs, American
GPS and Russian GLONASS, and four Satellite Based Augmentation
Systems (SBAS), EGNOS in Europe, GAGAN in India, MSAS in
Japan and WAAS in USA, are fully operational. Two next global
SNSs, Galileo in Europe and BeiDou in China, and two next SBASs,
SDCM in Russia and KAAS in Korea are under construction.
Additionally there are two regional SNSs, one already operational –
NAVIC (NAVigation Indian Constellation) in India, one still under
construction – QZSS (Quasi−Zenith Satellite System) in Japan. The
generic name given to all these mentioned above systems is Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) [1-6].
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Since 2010 GNSS Market Report, edited by the European
GNSS Agency (GSA), takes a comprehensive look at the global
GNSS market providing detailed analysis per market segment. The
number of these segment increases continuously, in first issue of this
Report (2010) it was four segments only, in last issue (May 2017) it
was nine already, four segments of transport, area, maritime, rail
and road, and Agriculture, Drones, Location Based Service (LBS),
Surveying and Timing Synchronization [7-8].
In order to show the distributions of installed base of GNSS
devices and total revenue in different continents the world was
divided into six regions:
• European Union,
• Russia and Europe without European Union,
• North America, USA and Canada,
• Asia-Pacific without Middle East but with Australia and New
Zealand,
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• Middle East and Africa,
• South America, Middle America with Mexico and Caribbean.
Table 1. Status of global, regional and augmentation systems in
different years [own study based on [3, 6, 9]]
System

2015

Region

2020

2025

number

%

number

%

number

%

European
Union

1941

22

2470

20

3089

20

Europe
without EU

176

2

274

2.2

397

2.5

North America

4427

51

5785

46.3

5957

38

2015

2020

2025

operational

operational

Galileo

operational in
China
under
construction

operational

operational

GLONASS

operational

operational

operational

GPS

operational

operational

operational

NAVIC

operational

operational

Asia + Pacific

1795

20

2823

23

4574

29

QZSS

under
construction
under
construction

under
construction

operational

Middle East +
Africa

368

4

824

6.5

1132

8

EGNOS

operational

operational

operational

BeiDou

regional

global

Table 3. Maritime transport, the distribution (in thousands units) of
installed base of GNSS devices by region in different years
[own study based on [7-8]]

operational

operational

South
America +
Caribbean

118

1

250

2

441

2.5

KAAS

under
construction
under
construction

under
construction

operational

Total

8825

100

12426

100

15590

100

MSAS

operational

operational

operational

SDCM

under
construction

operational

operational

WAAS

operational

operational

operational

augmentation

GAGAN

The distributions are presented for three selected years: 2015
and forecast for 2020 and 2025. For each of these years the status of
all global, regional and augmentation SNSs is showed in the Table
1 [3, 6, 9]. In 2015 BeiDou was operational in China just and six
systems were under construction, five years later two systems only,
in 2025 all systems mentioned in this table will be fully operational.
It means that the greater number of the integrated receivers will be
available for the users in all modes of transport [10].
Table 2. Aviation transport, the distribution (in thousands units) of
installed base of GNSS devices by region in different years
[own study based on [7-8]]
2015

Region

2020

2025

2. The distribution of installed
base of GNSS devices by
region
The distributions of installed base of GNSS devices by region in
different years for all four modes of transport, aviation, maritime,
rail and road are presented in the Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively.
We can resume that:
Table 4. Rail transport, the distribution (in thousands units) of
installed base of GNSS devices by region in different years
[own study based on [7-8]]
2015

Region

2020

2025

number

%

number

%

number

%

European
Union

38

30

160

24

370

23

Europe
without EU

16

12

110

16

232

15

North America

13

10

145

21

320

20

Asia + Pacific

50

38

225

33

560

35

number

%

number

%

number

%

European
Union

148

17

180

16

188

16

Europe
without EU

8

1

8

1

13

1

North America

588

66

749

65

773

64

Asia + Pacific

98

11

150

13

161

13

Middle East +
Africa

–

–

36

5

63

4

Middle East +
Africa

12

1

8

1

26

2

South
America +
Caribbean

13

10

4

1

55

3

South America
+ Caribbean

36

4

45

4

47

4

Total

130

100

680

100

1600

100

Total

890

100

1140

100

1208

100

20
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Table 5. Road transport, the distribution (in millions units) of
installed base of GNSS devices by region in different years
[own study based on [7-8]]
2015

Region

2020

2025

number

%

number

%

number

%

European
Union

88

29

162

30

263

31

Europe
without EU

12

4

30

6

56

6

North America

79

25

130

24

179

21

Asia + Pacific

95

31

162

30

270

31

Middle East +
Africa

9

3

16

3

28

3

South America
+ Caribbean

24

8

40

7

67

8

Total

307

100

540

100

863

100

• the number of installed base of GNSS devices between 2015
and 2025 year will increase in all four modes of transport, in
the case of aviation 36%, maritime 77%, road 2.8 times and
rail 12 times,
• in aviation transport the part of North America is and in 2025
will be significantly dominant (64%), the part of European
Union and Asia-Pacific is dozen or so, the part of all other three
regions is between 1 and 4%, incessantly,
• in maritime transport the biggest part is and will be in the case
of North America but its part decreases, from 51% in 2015 to
38% in 2025, the part of Asia-Pacific region increases also, from
20% in 2015 to 29% ten years later, for all three other regions
this percentage is and will be no greater than 8,
• in rail transport the biggest part is and will be in the case of
Asia-Pacific, the part of European Union decreases while in
North America and in Europe without EU increases, the part
of two rest regions is less significantly,
• in road transport the part of European Union and AsiaPacific is and will be almost the same (about 30%), the part
of North America region decreases (from 25% to 21%), the
part of three others regions is and will be significantly lower
(no more than 8%).
Table 6. Aviation transport, the distribution (in thousands units) of
installed base of GNSS devices by application in different
years [own study based on [7-8]]
Application

2015

2020

2025

number

%

number

%

number

%

Commercial
Aviation

33

4

40

3

37

3

Regional Aviation

16

2

16

1

17

1

General &
Business Aviation

233

26

293

26

308

25

Search and
Rescue (ELT)

57

6

98

9

114

9
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Surveillance

29

3

94

8

81

7

Search and
Rescue (PLB)

114

13

151

13

191

17

General Aviation
VFR

408

46

448

40

460

38

Total

890

100

1140

100

1208

100

3. The distribution of installed
base of GNSS devices by
application
The distributions of installed base of GNSS devices by
application in different years for all four modes of transport,
aviation, maritime, rail and road are showed in the Tables 6, 7, 8 and
9, respectively. The number and kind of the application depend on
the mode of transport. The biggest number (13) and the lowest (4)
is in the case of maritime transport and rail transport, respectively.
In maritime transport the dominant application is and will be
recreational navigation (more than 83%), in rail transport it is
asset management, the part of this application increases (82% in
2025). In road transport the biggest number of GNSS devices is in
the case of application in vehicle systems (about 25%), in aviation
transport it is general aviation (about 40%).
Table 7. Road transport, the distribution (in millions units) of
installed base of GNSS devices by application in different
years [own study based on [7-8]]
Application

2015

2020

2025

number

%

number

%

number

%

Personal
Navigation
Devices

111

36

98

18

69

8

Road User
Charging

-

-

5

1

23

3

Insurance
telematics

21

7

66

12

82

10

In-Vehicle
Systems

150

49

273

51

425

49

eCall

18

6

71

13

200

23

Smart
Tachograph

-

-

7

1

2

-

Advanced Driver
Assistance
Systems (ADAS)

-

-

9

2

29

3

Fleet
Management
Systems

7

2

11

2

33

4

Total

307

100

540

100

863

100
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Table 8. Rail transport, the distribution (in thousands units) of
installed base of GNSS devices by application in different
years [own study based on [7-8]]
Application

2015

2020

2025

number

%

number

%

number

%

Asset
Management

86

66

537

79

1303

82

Passenger
Information

33

26

55

8

82

5

Signaling and
train control
applications

3

2

72

11

135

8

Driver Advisory
Systems

8

6

16

2

80

5

Total

130

100

680

100

1600

100

Table 9. Maritime transport, the distribution (in thousands units)
of installed base of GNSS devices by application in different
years [own study based on [7-8]]
2015

2020

2025

Application
number

%

number

%

number

%

Search and
Rescue (PLB)

277

3.1

390

3.1

512

3.2

Search and
Rescue (EPIRB)

182

2.0

233

1.8

287

1.8

Search and
Rescue
AIS-MOB)

80

0.9

241

1.9

354

2.2

Search and
Rescue
(AIS-SART)

30

0.3

28

0.2

56

0.3

Traffic
Management

59

0.7

113

0.9

146

0.9

Homeland
Security

85

0.9

95

0.8

113

0.7

IWW Traffic info

108

1.2

167

1.3

233

1.5

Ports

−

−

67

0.5

143

0.9

Marine
Engineering

21

0.2

26

0.2

33

0.2

Fishing vessels

80

0.9

118

0.9

141

0.9

IWW Navigation
Merchant
Navigation

233

175

2.6

1.9

195

327

1.6

2.6

266

406

1.7

2.6

Recreational
Navigation

7730

85.3

10660

84.2

13120

83.0

Total

9060

100

12660

100

15810

100

4. The distribution of the
number of installed base and
total revenue of GNSS devices
by region
The distributions of the number of installed base (in units) and
total revenue of GNSS devices in euro (bln = 109) by region in
2015 and 2025 year are presented in the Table 10. We can say that:
• the part of installed base GNSS devices and total revenue is
and will be the biggest in the case of Asia-Pacific, more than
46% and nearly 35%, respectively,
• the part (in percentage) of European Union and North
America in the world market of installed base GNSS devices
and total revenue is and will be almost the same, in the case of
GNSS devices (a dozen or so), both revenue more than 20%,
• the part of the rest three regions is and will be less than 10%,
• the number of installed base GNSS devices will increase
from 4.1 bln to 9.2 bln (220%), also the value of revenue will
increase significantly from 95 bln euro to almost 270 bln euro
(about 280%),
• the part of three regions (Europe Union, Europe without EU
and North America) unlike other three in the world market of
installed base of GNSS devices and total revenue in 2025 will
be less than in 2015
If the population numbers in 2015 in three regions of the world
– Europe with Russia (745 mln), Asia-Pacific (4.3 bln) and North
America, USA and Canada (356 mln) will be taken into account the
biggest number of GNSS devices per person is in North America (1.9)
and Europe with Russia (1.2), in Asia-Pacific region 0.4 only. The
biggest revenue per person is in the case of North America (80 euro)
and Europe with Russia (38 euro), an Asia-Pacific it is 7 euro only.
Table 10. The number of installed base of GNSS devices (in units)
and total revenue (in euro), the distribution by region in
different years [own study based on [7-8]]
Region

Parameter

European
Union

installed base

2025
%

value

%

666 mln

16.0

1.2 bln

13.2

revenue

21.9 bln

23.1

59.4 bln

22.2

Europe
without EU

installed base

264 mln

6.3

570 mln

6.2

revenue

6.3 bln

6.7

15.8 bln

5.9

North
America

installed base

683 mln

16.4

1.2 bln

13.3

revenue

24.3 bln

25.6

61.9 bln

23.1

Asia +
Pacific

installed base

1.9 bln

46.1

4.3 bln

46.8

revenue

32.7 bln

34.5

96.8 bln

36.1

Middle East
+ Africa

installed base

322 mln

7.7

1.1 bln

11.7

revenue

3.8 bln

4.0

18.5 bln

6.9

South
America +
Caribbean

installed base

312 mln

7.5

818 mln

8.8

revenue

5.8 bln
4.147
bln
94.8 bln

6.1

15.7 bln
9.188
bln
268.1
bln

5.8

installed base
Total

22

2015
value

revenue

100
100

100
100
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5. Conclusion
• the number of installed base of GNSS devices increase and will
increase in all six regions and in all four modes of transport,
in rail transport in particular. In the case of road transport
this number in 2025 can be greater than 860 millions,
• the dominant applications in maritime and rail transport, greater
than 80%, is recreational navigation and asset management,
respectively,
• the part of the region Asia-Pacific in the world market of the
installed base and total revenue of GNSS devices is and will
be the biggest,
• in all modes of transport the part of North America,
European Union and Asia-Pacific is the dominant, in the case
of maritime and road transport, in particular.
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ABSTRACT
Paper presents important issues related to the development of intelligent transportation systems with following ITS
components: stakeholders, ITS services, variants of ITS configurations. The use of formulated original models was
presented in relation to the case study: ITS concept for the urban agglomeration in Poland. An important scientific
contribution is the mathematical formal description of following issues: mathematical model of stakeholders of
intelligent transportation systems (ITS) with its aspirations regarding the services of ITS system, mathematical
model of ITS services, and mathematical model of technical variants of ITS configuration.

KEYWORDS: intelligent transportation systems, mathematical model of ITS

1. Introduction
The intelligent transportation systems (ITS) include structures
called functional and operational configuration [1, 2, 3, 4]:
• logical architecture (functional), which represents the
operations and functions necessary to meet the aspirations
of stakeholders (wants, use, rule and make ITS), and flows of
specified data, ensuring functioning of certain ITS services for
transport users – individuals or group of people with specific
transport behavior and preferences of transport modes,
• physical architecture, which is the representation of the
logical architecture in appropriate human-physical systems
– subsystems of the physical architecture, can be located in
the traffic management and control centers, in infrastructure
facilities, and in vehicles.
ITS architectures allow indicating which components of ITS with
specific functions are needed in a specific urban area – characterized
by [2, 3]:
• stakeholders and among them individuals or group of users
with specific transport modes preferences,
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• activities in objects carried out by users (absolutely and
relatively obligatory, optional),
• transportation needs, transport systems, and transport
processes.
The ITS system may include e.g. 22 ITS services operating
under several Transport Management Subsystems, e.g. Active
Demand Management, Active Traffic Management, Active Parking
Management – see Table 1.
Table 1. The example subsystems of ITS services [own study]

Active Demand
Management
(ADM)

Active Traffic
Management
(ATM)

Active Parking
Management
(APM)

1. Dynamic Fair
Reduction

1. Adaptive Ramp
Metering

1. Dynamic Overflow
Transit Parking

2. Dynamic Managed
Lanes

2. Adaptive Traffic
Signal Control

2. Dynamic Parking
Reservation

3. Dynamic Pricing

3. Dynamic Junction
and Merge Control

3. Dynamic
Wayfinding
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4. Dynamic
Ridesharing,
Carpooling,
Vanpooling

4. Dynamic
Lane Reversal or
Contraflow Lane
Reversal

5. Dynamic Routing

5. Dynamic Lane Use
Control Reversal

6. On-Demand Transit
Public Transport

6. Dynamic Early
and Late Merge

7. Predictive Traveller
Information

7. Dynamic Shoulder
Lanes

8. Transfer Connection
Protection

8. Dynamic Speed
Limit

4. Dynamic Priced
Parking

9. Queue Warning
10. Transit Public
Transport Signal
Priority

The aim of the paper is to present a mathematical description
of following issues related to the design of ITS systems in terms of:
• stakeholders and its aspirations,
• ITS services and its configuration,
• technical variants of ITS and its configuration.
The use of formulated original models was presented in relation
to the ITS concept – Concept of Intelligent Transportation
Systems for the urban agglomeration in Poland [5]. Due to the
complexity of the issues and the broadness of the actual description
of the ITS concept, the article presents selected elements that relate
to the presented mathematical models. An important scientific
contribution is the mathematical formal description of these issues.
The description presented in the article makes it possible to use
multi-criteria optimization to obtain the optimal configuration
of ITS services. Currently, the methodology is being elaborated
regarding the selection of optimal ITS configuration using multicriteria analysis and other alternative methods used in practice,
including SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats)
analysis, and expert method etc.
The key issues regarding this article were presented, among
others in the following articles [25-31]. The article [26] presents
selected problems of ITS in the aspects of functional and technical
configuration – including subsystems described in following aspects:
main objectives, specific objectives, functionalities, integration with
external systems, technical components location. The next article [27]
presents the systems engineering procedures during the development
of the documentation of ITS systems and their implementation in
urban areas.

2. The model of ITS stakeholders
and ITS services configuration
ITS services are response to the needs of specified groups of
stakeholders such as [2, 3]:
• stakeholders expecting to improve efficiency and safety of
transport - local authorities, operators, organizers of public
transport, freight transport operators,
• stakeholders interested in elaboration of the rules and standards
in the field of ITS - national and local authorities and institutions
dealing with norms and standards,
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• stakeholders interested in the elaboration, construction,
maintenance and development of ITS - manufacturers, suppliers,
integrators, equipment and systems,
• stakeholders as end users - travellers, drivers, shippers,
managers of public transport - are using or will use the services
of ITS.

The STK set of stakeholder numbersKDVEHHQGH¿QHGDV
(1)

ZKHUH
PHDQVWKHVL]HRIWKHSTK set i.e. the number of
DOOVWDNHKROGHUVZKRVHDVSLUDWLRQVDUHWDNHQLQWRDFFRXQWZKHQ
FKRRVLQJWKHFRQ¿JXUDWLRQRI,76V\VWHPV.
(DFK VWDNHKROGHU KDV LWV RZQ VHW RI DVSLUDWLRQV UHJDUGLQJ
WKH IXQFWLRQLQJ RI WKH ,76 V\VWHP 7KHVH DVSLUDWLRQV FDQ EH
PDSSHGTXDQWLWDWLYHO\LQWKHPRGHOXVLQJWKHYDULRXVIXQFWLRQV
GHVFULEHGRQWKHset of stakeholder’s numbers STK7KHUHIRUH
that maps elements of
ZHDVVXPHWKDWWKHUHLVDIXQFWLRQ
the set STK into a set of real numbers:
(2)
where means the size of the set containing the ISTK numbers
of various functions (with different interpretations) specified
on the STK set, and
has an interpretation of
the value of the -th type function for the stk-th stakeholder. The
values of functions defined for each stakeholder with numbers
stk  STK are shown in the form of a matrix FSTK:

(3)

Functions defined for each stakeholder whose values are set up
in the form FSTK of matrix refers to the characteristics that affect
the selection of the appropriate ITS configuration. Therefore,
the stakeholder model MSTK can be presented as:
(4)
where STK is the set of stakeholder numbers, and FSTK is the
matrix of values of characteristics that affect the selection of the
appropriate ITS configuration.
In the mathematical modelling, each ITS service has been
appropriately numbered and the set of ITS service numbers ITS_
serv is presented as:
(5)
where
means the size of the set of ITS service
numbers, and its_serv means number of ITS services.
The ITS service configurations can be developed, including
selected ITS services, based on the ITS service set ITS_serv. ITS
service configurations can be mapped in the form of a set of ITS
configuration ITS_cfg, which is a subset of the ITS_serv:
(6)
(7)
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where IITS_cfg means the set containing the ITS service
configuration numbers, and iits_cfg means the number of ITS
service configuration.
Various characteristics of each ITS services included in the
ITS configuration, among others, the start time and deployment
time, are determined for the ITS_cfg. The number of functions
describing these characteristics can be different for each ITS service.
Therefore, it is assumed that there is a mapping transforming the
elements of the ITS_cfg set into a set of real numbers, i.e.:

The algorithm for modelling the ITS services configuration
for groups of stakeholders described in previous sections has been
shown in Figure 1. The formula numbers are given in brackets. The
model of ITS services configuration presented in the article will be
implemented after the developing of appropriate partial models –
dynamic models describing the required aspects of ITS modeling
with various details. During the developing of these models, a
description explaining the exact modelling of the ITS measures will
be created.

(8)
where:
• means
the size of the IFITS_cfg set containing
numbers of various functions (with different interpretations)
specified on the ITS_cfg set,
•
has an
interpretation of the function values of ifits_cfg-th type for
iits_cfg-th ITS configuration,
The values of functions defined for each ITS configuration are
shown in the form of a matrix FITS_cfg:

(9)

In addition different technical variants of ITS configuration
can be developed by taking into account technical variants of ITS/
telematics subsystems that implement individual configurations
of ITS services. In the modelling process, these technical variants
of ITS configuration have been numbered and presented in the
form of a set ITS_cfg_tv:
(10)

where:
• iits_cfg_tv means the number of the technical variant of ITS
configuration,
•
means the size of the ITS_cfg_tv set containing
numbers of various technical variants of ITS configuration.
Therefore iits_cfg_tv-th technical variant of ITS configuration
can be presented as:

(11)

The forecast horizons [6] have also been included in the
modelling process, and their numbers are in set:
(12)
where
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means the size of the H set.

Fig. 1. Algorithm of ITS services configuration for groups of
stakeholders. The formula numbers described in the previous
chapter are given in brackets [own study]

3. The example of technical
variants of ITS configuration
for urban agglomeration
The example of ITS system configuration has been presented
based on ITS for Upper Silesian agglomeration in Poland [5]
taking into account the following aspects of ITS configuration:
• objectives,
• functionalities,
• integration with other systems,
• main installations and technical components.
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An exemplary description of stakeholders and its aspirations
are presented in Table 2 and Table 3.

Table 4. The example of description of technical ITS subsystem –
Zonal Traffic Control System [5]
Aspect

Table 2. Set of Stakeholders of ITS - example for urban
agglomeration in Poland [5] – the first 13 stakeholders
stk

Description of stk–th Stakeholder

1

Local Agglomeration Authorities

2

Authorities of neighboring cities

3

National Authorities

4

Travellers - residents

5

Travellers from neighboring cities

6

Travellers around the country

7

Drivers - residents

8

Drivers from neighboring cities

9

Drivers around the country

10

Drivers - residents.

11

Manufacturers of ITS subsystems

12

Integrators of ITS systems

13

Institutions of norms and standards

Detailed description of characteristics of ITS has been
presented in [5] and the result of the concept are the following ITS
subsystems [7, 8, 17]:
• Zonal Traffic Control System,
• Surveillance and Enforcement of Traffic Rules System,
• Public Transport Management System.
• Passenger Information System,
• Drivers Information System,
• Video Surveillance and Monitoring of Public Space System.
Table 3. Set of ITS Stakeholders Aspirations – example for urban
agglomeration in Poland [5] – the first 10 aspirations
istk
1
2
3
4
5

Description of istk–th aspiration
Technical documentation should include a description of the data
types and protocols.
Technologically openness and flexibility of the system to allow for
further development.
“Collect data once, use it many times” – expected rule of the
system.
Open protocols for communication between devices in the
system.
Data collection on traffic flows in the road network.

6

Traffic incidents information subsystem for users.

7

Information about traffic congestion in the network.

8

Priorities for public transport vehicles.

9

Travel planning/planner.

10

Information on available parking spaces.

An exemplary description of technical ITS subsystem – Zonal
Traffic Control System is presented in Table 4. This description
takes into account following aspects: objectives, functionalities,
integration with other systems, and main installations and technical
components.
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Objectives

Description of technical properties
•
•
•
•

Reducing congestion in the transport network.
Increasing smoothness traffic flows.
Increasing level of service and capacity.
Two-level optimization of traffic control – the
central level (parent) to the local level,
• Delimitation of the transport network into several
zones of traffic control.

Functionalities

• Reducing collisions and waiting time,
• Supervision for traveling within the speed limit to
meet green lights,
• Limitation of unnecessary stopping and starting
of traffic
• Shortening travel time, especially in public
transport.

Integration with
other systems

• ITS in Gliwice, neighboring city – providing
information on traffic conditions and road
accidents as well as data transmission enables the
coordination of signaling and priority for public
transport vehicles.
• National ITS (KSZR) – providing information on
traffic conditions and road accidents,
• ITS in Katowice (central city of agglomeration)
traffic monitoring system in the tunnel under the
roundabout in Katowice - providing information
on traffic conditions and road accidents,

Main
installations
and technical
components

• installation of induction loops and cameras CCTV
and ANPR,
• installation of software for: area traffic control,
signal controllers, macro and micro traffic
simulation,
• adaptation signaling at intersections,
• fiber optics installations.

The example of ITS technical variants of Drivers Information
System has been presented in Table 5. This system has seven
functionalities, but some of them are only available in one of three
technical variants (V1, V2, V3) of this system.
Table 5. The example of technical variants of ITS subsystem –
Drivers Information System [5]

Functionalities

Occurrence of
functionalities in
technical variants
of subsystem
Drivers
Information
System
V1

1. Complete information on road accidents – specialized
equipment for detection incidents
2. Traffic incidents detected as slow motion in congestion –
traffic lights controllers
3. Level of service (LOS) – estimation based on measurement
of traffic flows (volume, density and) with identification
of vehicle types –dedicated devices and the traffic lights
controllers
4. Detection of a parking space in the car park and on the
street (the system supports areas of paid and free parking
lots) – dedicated devices with parking management software
and VMS (variable message signs)

V2

x
x
x

x

x

5. Vehicle counting system at the entrance and exit of the
parking lot (the system does not support paid parking
zones); without exact information about the number of
vacancies; without parking management software.
6. Weather information – dedicated measuring devices in
weather stations and VMS (variable message signs)
7. Weather information – from external servers or
meteorological stations

V3

x
x
x

x
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The example of technical variant of ITS configuration has been
presented in Table 6. This configuration consists of six subsystems
but each of them occurs in a specific technical variant, whose
functionalities to the greatest extent ensure the implementation of
stakeholders’ aspirations. It can be noticed that in the configuration
listed in the Table 6, none of the subsystems appears in its third
variant – V3. It results from the fact that only the recommended
(with the best functionalities) technical variants of individual
subsystems were selected in the configuration.
Table 6. The example of technical variant of ITS configuration [5]
ITS subsystems as components of technical
variants of ITS configuration

The technical
variants of ITS
subsystems
V1

Zonal Traffic Control System

x

Surveillance and Enforcement of Traffic Rules System

x

Public Transport Management System

x

V2

Passenger Information System

x

Drivers Information System

x

Video Surveillance and Monitoring of Public Space

x

V3

4. Conclusions
The implementation of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) in
the specified configuration should contribute to reducing congestion.
Improving traffic conditions, by using a particular configuration
of ITS, can change the distribution of flows in the transportation
network. As a result of the collection of user-specific experience after
conducted trip (good traffic conditions, certainty of the trip realization
etc. or the opposite - bad traffic conditions) an appropriate level of
satisfaction/dissatisfaction may lead to a repeat/omission of travelling
and consequently to perpetuate the transport behavior of changing the
distribution of traffic flows in the network road.
Therefore the most important issue is evaluation of the
configuration of ITS – perform the appropriate tests and measurements
before and after the implementation of ITS, significant from the point
of view of the impact of ITS on travel behaviour and preferences of
transport users:
• measurement of travel times and time losses of individual
cars at intersections inlets (stop times and queue lengths),
among others on the main traffic road street,
• parameters of travel time, time losses and punctuality of
public transport vehicles,
• measurement of vehicles speed in road network depending
on traffic volume – from low volume to the intensity close
to capacity; these measurement is to determine the capacityrestraint functions (C-R functions) of transport network links
necessary for the calibration of the transport network,
• measurement of the number of passengers using the various
transport systems – transport modes.
These issues are the subject of current research work, within
which a research and measurement methodology was developed for
the development of a transport model including ITS systems [25].
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ABSTRACT
Paper presents important issues related to macroscopic/strategic transportation modelling for ITS projects – utility
function and perceived travel time for mode choice in macroscopic model.
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1. Introduction
Development of ITS systems is presented in practical aspects
– in systems engineering – mainly in [1-3, 4]. The main problems
of the transportation modelling is taking into account impact of
ITS configuration on the users and their preferences in the choice
of transportation system – mode choice [10, 11, 13-17]. Mapping
macroscopic transportation model with ITS in specific variant of
configuration requires the determination of the impact of these
systems on the so-called utility functions. In four stage transportation
model (macroscopic model) the utility of ITS [10, 11, 18] may be
included in all stages of the modelling of transportation demand
and supply transportation model – a model of the transportation
network.
The generalized cost of travel time and weights – coefficients
– of components of this measure may be used to take account the
impact of the functional and operational configuration of ITS on
the users and their preferences in the choice of transportation
system – mode choice.

2. Services of ITS in urban
transportation modelling
The expected results of prepared technical variant of ITS
configuration can be specified as [7, 8, 9]:
• short-term results on operational level of traffic management –
related to the current decisions of transport users (e.g. driver’s
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choice of traffic lane at the approach of the intersections,
decision on overtake on the section of the road etc),
• medium-term results on tactical level of traffic management –
related to the choice of path in the network and to the search
for free parking places,
• long-term results on strategic level of traffic management –
related to decisions of network users on travelling and on
choice of means of transport and transportation modes.
Assuming a specific configuration of ITS, acting within the
framework of logical architecture, implementing certain ITS services,
can be expected that the result will be changes in the traffic flows in
the transport network. These changes are caused by changes in the
transport behaviour of users including [10, 11, 12]:
• changes in the travel generation,
• changes in the spatial distribution of travel,
• changes in selection of the transport mode while travelling,
• changes in path choice in the transport network while travelling
in selected mode.
Changes in travel behaviour under the influence of ITS services
are dependent, among others, from [10, 11]:
• the nature of the transport needs – nature of the activities and
purposes of trips: absolutely obligatory (e.g. work, education);
relatively obligatory (social and living e.g. shopping, offices,
health etc.); optional (such as leisure, recreation, entertainment),
• the type of user activity (working, studying, learning, retired
etc.),
• preferences in mode choice of transport users,
• kind of transport mode,
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• active availability of transport (the ability to travel from a
specific source/object to other destinations/objects) and
passive availability of transport (the ability to travel to a specific
destination/object from other sources/objects),
• utility function describing the decision-making processes of
users.
In transportation demand the number of trips between a pair
of TAZ’s – traffic analysis zones i and j can be expressed generally
as a function dependent on the following factors [10, 11]:
• socio-economic variables, describing the activity (area
development) and the decisions taken by users,
• quantitative and qualitative attributes of the transport system,
• characteristics describing users carrying out trips:
• category k of the user,
• purpose z of trip,

• the period h of analysis,
• transport mode m,
• path s in the network,
• vector â of coefficients and parameters.
User of category k, making a decision [10, 11] about the trip
and its stages (this is determined alternative p), is concerning a
set of mutually independent, alternative trips, and for different
categories k of users there may be different sets of alternatives
P k . The user assigns each alternative in the set P k utility
k
function U p [2]:
(1)
where:

V pk – the expected value of utility function defined by

travellers k-th category,
H pk – random part of utility function – deviation from the
expected value (average value) of utility.
k
The utility function V p is a function of attributes X lpk , related
to the alternative p and users of k-th category, who are considering
a range of alternatives in the decision-making process [10, 11]:
(2)
where:

E l – l-th linear regression coefficient,
X lpk – l-th attribute of:

• attributes of transportation systems – attributes can be divided
into quantitative and qualitative: e.g. travel time, travel cost,
frequency of public transport, delays, comfort etc.,
• attributes of spatial management (activity attributes in the area)
- attributes describe the spatial development of land in terms
of movement creation, among others, the number of facilities
that generate travel/traffic and their parameters, such as: the
number of factories and workplaces, the number of schools,
universities and the number of learners, number of stores and
service outlets with the number of people using them, etc.,
• socioeconomic attributes of the demand for transport relate
to individual users or households and these are e.g: gender,
age, income level, the position of the person in the family, the
status of holding a driving license, the number of cars, bicycles,
motorcycles on the farm etc.
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The user of k-th category selects from the set Pk such an
alternative p, that maximizes the usefulness of the decision.
The choice of alternatives p is given with a certain probability
. This probability is determined taking into account
the usability U rk concerning the other alternative r:
(3)
Perceived travel time and so-called generalized cost of travel
can be shown as [10, 11]:

(4)
where:

– values of the variables corresponding the component
attribute skł in p-th travel alternative (treated as a chain of
movements); for example, for the journey by tram, attributes are
the elements of travel time and additional components, including
fare (ticket), and for car journeys - additional component will be
such as parking charge,
– weights (equivalent coefficients) related to the attributes
of the individual components skł of p-th alternative (chain of
movements);
Weights
consider perceived disutility of the subsequent
stages of displacement within a specific chain, representing
the m-th mode of journey, along a specified path s, for trip in
origin-destination (i j ) , by the users of category k. It should be
noted that the nuisance of the same section in the chain, as e.g.
described in-vehicle time, it may indeed be perceived differently
by different categories of users. For example, the lack of a seat in
a vehicle of public transport will be less burdensome for young
people than for older people with reduced mobility, although
both will spend the same in-vehicle time standing next to each
other.
Similarly perceived travel time by car in terms of congestion may
be different for different groups of users. For example driving during
peak hours by road with the local traffic jams caused congestion will
be perhaps less burdensome for those implementing short trip from
work to home, than for people from outside the town, running on
the same road but in transit, while travelling absolutely obligatory
eg. to work or very important meeting. In this second case, greater
burdensome of transit journey due to the risk of not achieving the
destination at the scheduled time, that is, the risk of being late and
the consequences of this event.
Weights are coefficients that may be used to take account the
impact of the functional and operational configuration of ITS on
the users and their preferences in the choice of transportation
system – mode choice (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Generalized cost of travel with travel time as a result of the
ITS operation in functional and operational configuration
[own study]

3. Discussion on the detail of
transportation models in the
context of mapping the effects
of ITS systems
Using ITS services, in addition to influencing the distribution of
traffic flows in the transportation network (among others by traffic
control subsystems and VMS signs) may also affect user decisions
on making certain types of travel. Decisions of users concerning
their travelling may be considered in at least three aspects:
• the aspect of the journey: travel or resignation from travel,
• time aspect of travel: travel during peak hours or off-peak
hours,
• spatial aspect of the journey: the most popular routes (the
shortest, but also the most traffic-laden) or less popular routes
(longer, but less burdened by traffic).
Development of the macroscopic/strategic transportation
model requires gathering a wide variety of data, derived from
different sources: surveys and traffic measurements [10, 11, 19].
The scope and level of detail of data collected in the survey results
from at least two aspects. The first one is the structure of the fourstage transportation model and the basic scope of the necessary
data. The second one is the scope of the project—investment
project, study, transport development strategy, etc.—especially
the assumptions, components and results of the project in terms
of the impact on the transportation system and its users. For
example the article [28] presents the issues related to the use of
the macroscopic/strategic transport model for evaluation exante of ITS configuration. The structure of the transport model
on strategic level of traffic management has been presented in the
context of the following impact of ITS configuration:
• changes in the use of paths in network,
• changes in the use of transport system modes,
• changes in the destinations of trips,
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• changes in the number of trips for various purposes and
activities.
The development of the macroscopic/strategic transportation
model requires the collection of data on travel and traffic flows
[12, 13], taking into account the following characteristics [20-25]:
• internal travel and internal traffic – generated by residents
and vehicles originating in the research area,
• internal source travels and traffic – the source of the journey
is inside of the research area and the destination is outside of
this area,
• external source travels and traffic – the source of the journey
is outside of the research area and the destination is inside of
this area,
• travel and traffic with source and destination are outside the
study area, but passing through the study area,
• external travel and traffic – source and destination are outside
the study area and not passing through the area, but passing
through its neighborhood.
For example, the article [29] presents the macroscopic/strategic
transportation model development for ITS project with carrying out
the household interview survey for determining the travel behavior
of transport users – related to the following decision problems:
• determination of population and sample size,
• selection of the characteristics of the sample unit, which are
important from the point of view of the representativeness of
the study,
• determination of the observation unit and the sampling
scheme,
• preparation of a plan for testing the process of survey
implementation.
Moreover if the macroscopic/strategic transportation model is
developed to evaluate technical variants of the ITS configuration
defined in the concept or in the feasibility study of the ITS, then in
the process of delimitation urban area into TAZ’s (traffic analysis
zones) it is important to consider the functional and technical
aspects of the ITS project. For example, in the methodology [25]
the TAZ’s of urban agglomeration take into account:
• Zonal Traffic Control System and Public Transport
Management System.
• Passenger Information System and Drivers Information System,
• Video Surveillance and Monitoring of Public Space System.
These decision problems are conditioned by the methodology
of delimitation of the study area, by the methodology of description
of transportation systems and by the methodology of identification
of traffic flows in transportation systems – described in next article
[30]. Presented methodology in [30] takes into account three types
of area delimitation criteria: administrative, structural, functionaltechnical criterion with respect to the ITS project. Verification of this
methodology was made during preparation tender documentation
(including specification of the essential terms of the contract as
well as description of the subject of the order). The scope and the
algorithm of traffic flows surveys and measurements – necessary
for the construction of an urban agglomeration transportation
model for ITS projects – has been presented in the article [31]. This
algorithm has been presented with their formal description and
following tasks:
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• development of a detailed schedule,
• obtaining the necessary permits and agreements for the
implementation,
• development of information and promotion plans,
• preparation of a description of the ITS project for the
contractor.

4. Conclusion
The structure of transportation model presented in article is
suitable for long-term results – for strategic level of transport
systems development in urban area. While transportation models
for tactical level of traffic management with medium-term results,
and for operational level of traffic management with short-term
results are used to determine the characteristics, describing traffic
conditions in a transport network, for example expected smoothness
of traffic flows [7, 8], and to determine dynamic characteristics
describing for example information spread processes in dynamic
traffic networks.
In the case of ITS systems, these are defined ITS subsystems,
represented in the form of ITS services or the manner of using
specific ITS services in the form of strategies for specific activities
using ITS services. One of the basic models of this type are models
including ITS services providing transport system users with
information on traffic conditions and modes of movement. In
this case, the possibility of using this information is distinguished:
pre-trip information – at the stage of travel planning, and enroute information – during the travel. Models that map the use of
information at the pre-trip information stage use models of analysis
of this information in terms of their impact on user decisions
regarding the selection of the destination and the transport system
(mode). However, models using information during travel [enroute information] use models describing user decisions made at
network nodes – when changing routes.
Therefore the better modelling of ITS services requires dynamic
transport models e.g. Dynamic Traffic Assignment models (DTA)
also called models with dynamics during the day (within-day
dynamics models) [10]. This is due to the fact that static transport
models do not take into account changes in traffic flow distribution,
changes in travel demand, changes in transportation supply – in
short-term. These changes result from the impact of ITS services on
users and traffic conditions as well as on the operation of transport
systems. This is a fundamental issue, because such changes can be
expected as the results of ITS systems in a specific configuration –
including results of activities related to the creation, propagation,
and dissipation of vehicle queues, and temporary reductions in
link capacity, and changes in the demand for transport during peak
hours.
The dynamic transportation models require a more detailed
representation of users’ behavior than static transport models.
Dynamic modeling requires description of two users’ phenomena:
• choice updating behavior – description how present choices
are influenced by the choices from previous days,
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• learning and forecasting mechanisms – description how
experience and information from previous transport efficiency
influence present choices.
The basic components of the DTA model are:
• dynamic propagation of the flow along a link,
• dynamic model of network flow propagation,
• travel time on link depends on two distinct link types: running
links represent the real movement of the vehicle and queuing
or waiting links represent waiting vehicles at intersections, toll
barriers etc.,
• link performance and travel time functions – the functions
that express link travel time according to link flows; this
functions measure link travel time against the number of users
on the link,
• travel times – expected travel time and current travel time,
which users expect and experience while traveling at a
particular moment.
Dynamic Traffic Assignment models (DTAs) are treated as dual
dynamic models because they include the following two major submodels:
• model of supply system update, including in the field of
dynamic update of their functional features – link and path
performance model,
• model for updating transport demand, including in the field of
dynamic update of transport behavior and preferences (among
others, models of choice of transport systems and routes in the
transport network) – utility updating model.
These issues of system mapping using dynamic models are the
subject of further research by the authors of the article.
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ABSTRACT
During the previous EU financial perspective (2007 - 2013), we observed an intensification of the development of
transport management systems using ITS services in Polish cities. One of the biggest territorially and functionally
system is Tri-city TRISTAR system, the implementation of which was completed in 2015. The concept of the TRISTAR
system and its architecture was developed in the years 2002-2007. Currently, we can observe the intensification of the
development of C-ITS services, allowing for the exchange of information between the vehicle and the infrastructure
or other vehicles. The existing transport management systems were not prepared, e.g. to communicate with vehicles,
and use of Floating Car Data. For this reason, it is necessary to verify the architecture of the systems and indicate
the directions of development, allowing them to adapt to the current state of technology and new ITS services. The
article presents directions for the development of the TRISTAR system in functional, physical and logical terms.
Directions of activities will be indicated to allow the system to be adapted to provide C-ITS services.

KEYWORDS: Intelligent Transport Systems, C-ITS services, transport

1. Introduction
For the Tri-City area (Gdańsk - Gdynia - Sopot), the possibility
of creating a traffic control system [16] began to be considered in
the mid-1980s. At the beginning of the 2000s, conceptual work
was begun on the development of the Tri-City Agglomeration
Intelligent Transport System - TRISTAR [9]. In 2006, an agreement
was signed between the cities and a procedure was started to build
a system which, from the moment of work on the concept through
documentation and the execution stage, was completed at the end of
2015. At the time when the decision was made to build the TRISTAR
system, there were already many advanced ITS systems around
the world, which gave the opportunity to implement a modern
solution based on the experience of other cities. The development
of technologies in some areas has significantly accelerated and from
2006 to 2015 some of the technologies used in TRISTAR should be
introduced or improved. The TRISTAR system has been designed
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in such a way that it is possible to extend it not only with subsequent
elements of existing subsystems, but also with adding new ones.
The system structure also enables to include C-ITS (Cooperative
Intelligent Transportation Systems) services. The aim of the article
is to present the state of works on C-ITS services in the world and
the possibilities of their implementation into the TRISTAR system.
As a result, the potential of existing ITS systems to be expanded with
new services will be indicated, which in the future will probably
transform into autonomous vehicle systems.

2. Application of C-ITS in traffic
management systems
In accordance to the European strategy on Cooperative
Intelligent Transport Systems [2] two C-ITS service packages have
been defined divided due to the possibility of their implementation.
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“Day 1 C-ITS services this is a list of technologically-mature and
highly-beneficial services. When deployed in an interoperable
way across Europe will produce a benefit cost ratio of up to 3 to 1
based on cumulative costs and benefits from 2018 to 2030. Day 1.5
C-ITS services is a list of services for which full specifications or
standards might not be completely ready for large scale deployment
from 2019, even though they are considered to be generally mature.
Tables 1-3 are presented below with Day 1 and 1.5 services.

Table 2. Day 1 C-IST services - signage applications [2]

Day 1 services - hazardous location notifications

Type
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Service
name

Description

Emergency
electronic
brake light

It is a service aimed at preventing rear end
collisions by informing drivers of hard braking
by vehicles ahead. Using this information,
drivers will be better prepared for slow traffic
ahead and will be able to adjust their speed
accordingly.

Emergency
vehicle
approaching

This service aims to give an early warning of
approaching emergency vehicles, prior to
the siren or light bar being audible or visible.
This should allow vehicles extra time to clear
the road for emergency vehicles and help to
reduce the number of unsafe manoeuvres.

Slow or
stationary
vehicle(s) &
traffic ahead
warning

This service is intended to deliver safety
benefits by warning approaching drivers
about slow or stationary/broken down
vehicle(s) ahead, which may be acting as
obstacles in the road. The warning helps to
prevent dangerous manoeuvres as drivers
will have more time to prepare for the hazard.
This service can also be referred to as car
breakdown warning.

Traffic jam
ahead
warning

Provides an alert to the driver on approaching
the tail end of a traffic jam at speed - for
example if it is hidden behind a hilltop or
curve. This allows the driver time to react
safety to traffic jams before they might
otherwise have noticed them themselves.
The primary objective is to avoid rear end
collisions that are caused by traffic jams on
highways.

Hazardous
location
notification

This service gives drivers an advance warning
of upcoming hazardous locations in the
road. Examples of these hazards include a
sharp bend in the road, steep hill, pothole,
obstacle, or slippery road service. Using this
information, drivers will be better prepared
for upcoming hazards and will be able to
adjust their speed accordingly.

Road works
warning

Enable road operators to communicate
information about road works and restrictions
to drivers. This allows drivers to be better
prepared for upcoming roadworks and
potential obstacles in the road, therefore
reducing the probability of collisions.

Weather
conditions

The objective of this service is to increase
safety through providing accurate and upto-date local weather information. Drivers
are informed about dangerous weather
conditions ahead, especially where the
danger is difficult to perceive visually, such as
black ice or strong gusts of wind.

Day 1 services - Signage applications

Table 1. Day 1 C-IST services - hazardous location notifications [2]

In-vehicle
signage

This service is a vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I)
service that informs drivers of relevant road
signs in the vehicle’s vicinity, alerting drivers
to signs that they may have missed, or may
not be able to see. The main purpose of this
service is to provide information, give advance
warning of upcoming hazards and increase
driver awareness.

In-vehicle
speed limits

Are intended to prevent speeding and
bring safety benefits by informing drivers of
speed limits. Speed limit information may
be displayed to the driver continuously, or
targeted warnings may be displayed in the
vicinity of road signs, or if the driver exceeds
or drives slower than the speed limit.

Probe
vehicle data

The purpose is to collect and collate vehicle
data, which can then be used for a variety of
applications. For example, road operators may
use the data to improve traffic management.

Shockwave
damping

Aims to smooth the flow of traffic, by damping
traffic shock waves.

Green Light
Optimal
Speed
Advisory
(GLOSA)
/ Time To
Green (TTG)

GLOSA provides speed advice to drivers
approaching traffic lights, reducing the
likelihood that they will have to stop at a red
light, and reducing the number of sudden
acceleration or braking incidents. This is
intended to provide traffic efficiency, vehicle
operation (fuel saving) and environmental
benefits by reducing unnecessary
acceleration.

Signal
violation/
Intersection
safety

The primary objective of this service is to
reduce the number and severity of collisions
at signalised intersections.

Traffic signal
priority
request by
designated
vehicles

The traffic signal priority request by
designated vehicles allows drivers of priority
vehicles (for example emergency vehicles,
public transport, HGVs) to be given priority at
signalised junctions.

The list of C-ITS services is not final, and only as mentioned
above contains items that are currently available for implementation
in a short time. Several proposed services closely related to
urban areas and access management with use of V2I (vehicle to
infrastructure) communication have already been identified:
• special lanes reserved for designated vehicles (i.e. public
transport, electric vehicles),
• restricted zones (low-emission, congestion control), temporary
zones (following major incidents i.e. terrorist attack, traffic
accident)
• tunnels and bridges for designated vehicles.
Other examples of additional urban C-ITS services are:
• management of loading and unloading areas for freight vehicles
with V2I
• Public Transport Vehicle Approaching – paused public transport
vehicles/off-loading passengers with V2V
• Public Transport Vehicle Approaching – parking and intersections
with V2V
• access and speed management (i.e. near schools or selected
priority zones etc.) - subset of in-vehicle signage with V2I
• temporary traffic light prioritisation for designated vehicles
(cultural, sport events etc.)
• subset of traffic light prioritisation for designated vehicles with V2I
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• collaborative perception of Vulnerable Road Users (VRUs) subset of VRU road user protection with V2V
• collaborative Traffic Management – subset of connected,
cooperative navigation into and out of the city with V2I

Day 1.5 services

Table 3. Day1.5 C-IST services [2]
Off street
parking
information

The provision of on-street parking information
is intended to bring efficiency benefits to
drivers and help to reduce emissions in urban
areas by reducing the time spent ‘cruising’ at
low speeds.

On street
parking
information
and

The provision of on-street parking information
is intended to bring efficiency benefits to
drivers and help to reduce emissions in urban
areas by reducing the time spent ‘cruising’ at
low speeds.

Park & Ride
information

The provision of Park&Ride information is
intended to reduce congestion in urban
areas and also shift travel from cars to public
transport.

Information
on AFV
fuelling &
charging
stations

The objective of this service is to broadcast
electric vehicle charging point availability and
AFV fuelling point information to relevant
vehicles.

Traffic
information
and smart
routing

The provision of traffic information and smart
routing services to vehicles is intended to
improve traffic efficiency and aid traffic flow
management.

Zone access
control for
urban areas

This service is intended to manage access to
specified zones. Using this information, drivers
will be better informed and will be able to
select the most appropriate route for their
journey.

Loading
zone

This service is intended to support the
driver, fleet manager and road operator in
the booking, monitoring and management
of urban parking zones specific to freight
vehicles.

Vulnerable
road user
protection
Cooperative
collision risk
warning
Motorcycle
approaching
indication

Wrong way
driving

This is a safety focussed service, which is
intended to protect vulnerable road users. In
this case vulnerable road users are considered
to be pedestrians and cyclists only.
This service is intended to minimise the risk of
collisions between vehicles, for example when
overtaking, or when merging with traffic.
This service is intended to increase safety and
prevent collisions between motorcycles and
other vehicles.
V2I safety focussed application intended
to prevent accidents caused by wrong way
driving. Incidents of wrong way driving can
lead to serious accidents on high speed roads
as approaching drivers perform swerving
manoeuvres to avoid the oncoming vehicle.
Advance warning of wrong way driving has
two main functions: firstly, to alert the driver
that they are driving in the wrong direction,
and secondly, to warn surrounding vehicles of
the danger.

There are also a number of barriers for the implementation of
C-ITS services. They are associated, among others, with [17]:
• compatibility with existing legislation (data privacy and
security),
• standardisation and interoperability (has already been
initiated by CEN, ETSI and ISO),
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• cooperation between stakeholders (parallel developments in
different existing systems),
• technology risks (consumer acceptance due to technical
issues like perceived safety issues, quality, robustness)
• financial barriers (stakeholders have other funding priorities
and budget constraints)
Very important is to clearly demonstrate differences between
C-ITS and standard ITS systems and what it can offer on top
of existing ITS systems and services. Many of existing system
have similar to C-ITS services but have technical differences
between the different methods in terms of how the information
and advice is communicated to travellers and between different
actors [1]. The presented C-ITS services will be a very important
step towards development of connected and automated mobility
and also mobility as a service (MAAS).
The exchange of information between connected vehicles
should allow to reduce the negative impact on the environment
even more than the ITS systems described in [6] due to the greater
availability of information. It is also possible to increase the level of
safety thanks to the possibility of informing the managers, among
others, about the dangers detected by the vehicle driving in front of
us (e.g. information about sudden braking). Currently, numerous
projects are being carried out, including pilot projects both in
Europe and in the world aimed at, among others, assessing the
benefits of implementing such solutions. An example is the project
implemented by the “Queensland Department of Transport and
Main Roads”. Analyses show that the implementation of C-ITS
can contribute to a 20% reduction in accidents and a 3% reduction
in fuel consumption in the case of 100% Connected Vehicles (CV)
for new vehicles [5].
C-ITS services under the name ITS-Spot service were
implemented in Japan in 2011 [15]. The base of this system was over
1600 DSRC antennas used for communication with vehicles. As
part of C-ITS, information on traffic conditions (travel times, traffic
disturbances), information on traffic safety (e.g. surface condition,
unfavourable weather conditions) was provided. At the same time,
more than 700 navigation devices compatible with C-ITS were
distributed to various road users. They were asked about the quality
of C-ITS services after 5 to 19 months. Most of the services met
with a high efficiency rating of over 50%. For the least useful was
“Still image information of traffic condition” at the level of 42%
satisfaction. The highest rated service was “Emergency information”
with a level of 100% efficiency.
Several dozen projects related to C-ITS are currently being
completed or are currently being implemented in Europe. One of
the most interesting projects was NordicWay implemented in the
Scandinavian countries in 2015-2017. The goal of the project was to
prepare for a decision regarding the comprehensive implementation
of C-ITS in partner countries. As part of this project, communication
using a mobile phone network for C-ITS services (so-called
ITS-G5) was implemented for the first time. Also in Europe, a
number of pilot projects such as FREILOT implemented in 20092012 were carried out, the aim of which was to reduce by 25% of
the fuel consumption of heavy goods vehicles in the urban area by
transmitting information from traffic lights to the vehicle [4]. In
the international Compass4D project implemented in 2013-2015,
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C-ITS services were implemented to improve safety and reduce
fuel consumption. More than 600 vehicles and over 1,200 drivers
from seven European cities took part in the project [17]. Another
project is the C-The Difference pilot implemented in, among others,
Bordeaux, which developed a smartphone application that provides
the GLOSA service and information on traffic incidents [3]. In
urban areas, therefore, C-ITS services are implemented, among
others. related to the providing of information about incidents
on the road, and information allowing to reduce emissions, e.g.
by providing information on the recommended speed to the next
intersection with traffic signals. Currently, most of the traffic
management systems in Poland have the basic infrastructure for the
development of C-ITS solutions, also the TRISTAR system is ready
to provide C-ITS services, e.g. GLOSA through a mobile application
on a smartphone. We should also expect the development of these
services in Poland in the coming years and thus should improve the
safety and efficiency of road traffic.

3. Assessment of ITS services in
the TRISTAR system
The TRISTAR system has been developed based on the original
architecture modelled on American architecture and European
architecture FRAME. The Fig. 1 presents the TRISTAR system
architecture. The bodies responsible for co-financing projects from
EU funds recommend the use of the European ITS Framework
Architecture (FRAME) to identify the real needs of cities in
the field of Intelligent Transport Systems implementation. In
connection with ongoing work on Program Support Action (PSA)
for the European Framework Architecture for Intelligent Transport
Services called FRAME NEXT, it is worth considering verifying the
current TRISTAR architecture for consistency with the FRAME
architecture, also indicating the location for C-ITS services. The
systematics of ITS services as part of research activities [12] can be
useful. As a result, it will be possible to identify priorities in terms
of functionality that are actually desired by residents and decision
makers. In addition, it will be beneficial to increase the possibilities
of integration with other systems, which will also be developed.
Traffic Control System (TCS) is a basic element of the entire
system due to cooperation with the majority of other systems. The
implemented TCS in the current area of the Tri-City indicates the
necessity of successive inclusion of intersections in the vicinity of
already added in order to improve traffic management processes and
increase the impact of the TCS. The applied EPICS and BALANCE
algorithms give the possibility of fluent reaction to the existing traffic
situation. A very big advantage is the possibility of remote uploading
of signalling programs, which enables quick response in the event of
an unusual traffic situation and the current uploading of corrections
and modifications. A typical modification of the signalling program
takes an experienced engineer a few to several minutes. The scope
associated with the priorities for public transport vehicles operates
at junctions depending on the assumptions adopted by the designer
of a specific signalling program. The basic assumption is that the
public transport vehicle is delayed by the assumed time value in the
range of 4 levels, one of which is reserved for privileged vehicles. On
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this basis, the EPICS algorithm decides whether in a particular case
of a public transport vehicle the green signal should be extended
or the time of arrival of the vehicle to the stop line is sufficiently
distant that it is possible to handle movement of other vehicles in
the meantime.

Fig. 1. TRISTAR system Architecture [10]

The data from traffic monitoring devices used by the Monitoring
and Traffic Surveillance System (MTSS) are necessary for operational
and planning purposes. Current data from detection in the form
of the most common induction loops are used in TCS, while data
from Automated Number-Plate Recognition Cameras (ANPR)
and Bluetooth / WiFi scanners are necessary for the operation of
the Advanced Traveller Information System and incident detection.
Thanks to the openness of the system, it is possible to link data
from ANPR cameras and BlueTooth / WiFi scanners to the TCS.
As a result, it was possible to develop decision-making tools that
would implement appropriate control strategies depending on the
data collected. The usefulness of the data was already indicated in
publications on traffic modelling and incident detection at junctions
[11, 13].
In the case of Video Surveillance System (VSS), the analogue
camera technology used is now obsolete and records unsatisfactory
image quality in relation to the disk space occupied. Currently
existing technologies allow the use of other types of cameras. They
can be rotary cameras, with a 360-degree lens or a combination of
a rotating camera with several faces constantly pointing in different
directions within one device housing.
The Weather Parameters Measurement System (WPMS) works
well within the scope of the assumed functions. There are possibilities
to expand and modify the system allowing for the provision of C-ITS
services.
Parking Guidance System (PGS) in terms of its basic
functionality, that is, informing about the number of free parking
spaces fulfils its tasks. In case of using information about parking
places from parking lots of external operators, there is no possibility
of interference with their indications, which determines the reliance
on their correctness. There are possibilities of extension and some
kind of system modification that allow for the provision of C-ITS
services.
Advanced Traveller Information System (ATIS) enables to
freely define sections and routes to measure travel times within
the range of installed devices. In terms of incident detection, the
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Bluetooth / Wi-Fi scanners used for this purpose are arranged at a
certain distance, which in specific cases is the reason for detecting
the changes in traffic parameters slightly later. The system was
described in [14]. The system is open and provides the possibility
of expansion and modification. This is evidenced by the connecting
Variable Message Board and mobile Variable Message Signs of other
manufacturers. Operators have tools to create new messages based
on the development of the road network covered by the calculation
of flow times along sections of the network.
The Traffic Safety Management System (TSMS) has not been fully
activated due to changed legal regulations. Appropriate statistics of
offenses are currently being developed. The infrastructure dedicated
to this system (ANPR cameras) is used to estimate travel times
that are used by ATIS. Another function performed by the ANPR
cameras is the so-called “Black list” used by authorized search
services. The opposite to this solution is the so-called “White list”,
enabling to detect unauthorized vehicles appearing in a given place.
The solution can be successfully used in the case of limiting access
to dedicated bus lanes, restricted access zones or to count vehicles
entering the paid parking zone.
The basic function of the Public Transport Management System is
to inform passengers about the actual situation in the public transport
network. For this purpose, three ways of providing information are
used: Internet portal, Passenger Information Terminals (TRIP) and
Passenger Information Boards (TIPA) at bus stops. The location
of the vehicle is carried out using GPS satellite navigation, which
is transmitted to the Transport Management Centre (TCM) at a
frequency of 20 seconds on sections between stops and every 10
seconds within a bus stop. It is a sufficient frequency for operators.
In practice, from the point of view of estimating the travel time, it
also seems sufficient, although if increasing the frequency, e.g. up
to 5 seconds at any moment of the route, this would not disturb the
system, and could increase the accuracy of estimation of travel time.
Such data were used in the paper [10] indicating their suitability for
more advanced analyses. A good example of the further development
of the system is the availability in 2017 of open data of information on
the current timetable and related data containing real-time departure
times from stops of all public transport vehicles connected to the
TRISTAR system. This allowed the use of information about actual
departures from all stops (not only those with actual TIPA boards) in
applications for mobile devices, disseminating such information in a
widely available manner. This is an exemplary example that should be
reproduced in the further development of the system with regard to
the remaining transferable range of data.
The main element of the Personal Information Access System
is a web portal used to provide the information to the inhabitants.
The main advantage of the portal is the provision of information
about actual departures from all stops, even those that do not
have a physical Passenger Information Boards. The portal also
provides information about traffic incidents and roadworks. Data
from meteorological stations are transferred to the portal and
after logging in, information about all the parameters collected
by the stations are available for road services, including winter
maintenance.
The Transport Planning System consists of software used
to perform transport analyses and traffic analyses. As part of
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the TRISTAR system, road managers were provided with tools
allowing to perform traffic simulation with regard to TCS. Thanks
to such a solution, it is possible to verify the developed control
algorithms and boundary settings for local and area optimization.
Such analyses are performed for various types of studies on the
impact of control systems on road traffic [7, 9].

4. TRISTAR system development
concept in the field of C-ITS
For the purpose of adapting the TRISTAR system to the C-ITS
services, the concept of development was proposed.

Fig. 2. Possible C-ITS services in TRISTAR system [own study]

The Fig. 2 shows the concept of data exchange between existing
TRISTAR subsystems and the C-ITS services or use of data from
C-ITS. C-ITS services would take information from other transport
modes to increase transport effectiveness and safety. In order to
achieve secure data exchange, it is important to develop an OPEN
DATA platform. The current possibilities for including C-ITS
services to TRISTAR system are described below.
As part of TCS, it is necessary to ensure access to updates of the
implemented solutions in the field of control and programming of
traffic signal controllers. The Tri-City currently has advanced tools
for traffic engineering designing and signal programming that allow
for efficient traffic management and the development of advanced
algorithms and control strategies. The current development of C-ITS
services and autonomous vehicles determines the need to provide
high-quality services to transport users. An example of a service that
can be easily implemented in the TRISTAR system is the GLOSA
(Green light optimal speed advisory) service. TCS could receive
information about the location of individual vehicles using this
solution. It enables to manage and control traffic more efficiently.
The TRISTAR system infrastructure allows to start providing this
service after installing an application responsible for transmitting
information to vehicles. Implementation of this solution is possible
in the TRISTAR system due to the fact of using the OTS2 protocol.
The possibility of developing C-ITS in the Tri-City will require the
use of a more modern OCIT protocol ensuring compatibility with
the infrastructure necessary to perform functions fulfilled by C-ITS
services in the future, e.g. Roadside Unit - RSU (infrastructure used
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to transfer information to passing vehicles, ultimately dedicated for
autonomous vehicles). The development of the TRENDS KERNEL
(necessary to interpret the control logic) would allow for delivery
of traffic data to the controller based on information such as traffic
volumes, queue lengths, travel times, delays, number of stops,
average speed from Floating Car Data (FCD) to improve traffic
control process. In the case of emergency vehicles, it will be possible
to use the so-called “Hurry Call” which is an element of traffic signal
priority request by designated vehicles. It is a function that allows
immediate activating of the desired signal phase. Increasing the
frequency of locating all public transport and emergency vehicles
would enable faster response to changes in traffic and restore traffic
conditions after giving priority.
As part of the MTSS adjustment to the provision of C-ITS services,
it will be necessary to create mechanisms for sharing information in
Open Data allowing for the transmission of data and statistics on
road traffic. In addition, it may be useful to implement solutions that
allow to obtain information on pedestrian and bicycle traffic in terms
of traffic and travel distribution. The use of “white” and “black lists”
could be the basis for the implementation of zone access control for
urban areas. Due to the implementation of the National Access Point
for data exchange between providers and recipients of data on traffic
conditions by the National Road Administration, existing data on
incidents and traffic conditions should be integrated using the Datex
II traffic information standard.
During the further extension of the VSS system, consideration
could be given to using a different type of device than rotating cameras.
These can be cameras with a 360-degree lens or a combination of a
rotating camera with several faces constantly pointing in different
directions within one housing. This solution will allow to increase
the area covered by monitoring, which is often used by authorized
services to investigate road accidents and as an element supporting
operational activities related to combating crime. It is possible to
provide information exchange with vehicles, e.g. about the occurrence
of an accident and automatic targeting of the camera in incident
location to identify the effects and the potential number of victims as
well as accelerate the detection of incident. In addition, images from
cameras that are constantly observing the same area can be analysed
by intelligent image analytics. This can be useful for completing the
“Hazardous location notification” service.
As part of the WPMS, it is advisable to supplement existing
meteorological stations with noise measurement sensors and
sensors measuring the level of air pollution. A warning about
exceeding pollution or noise standards can be provided as a
warning for city inhabitants by mobile technologies, and warnings
about dangerous weather conditions for vehicles as a C-ITS service
“Weather Conditions”. Data from meteorological stations can be
used to develop control strategies aimed at achieving performance
indicators related to measured parameters, e.g. minimization of
noise or minimization of exhaust emissions. Information on the
level of traffic impact on the environment can be used to develop
a dynamic parking policy, which includes, among others, dynamic
parking fees aimed at discouraging drivers to travel to the most
polluted areas of the city.
The main element developed in ATIS will probably still
be Variable Message Boards in order to provide drivers with
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information, among others, about traveling times between
important places in the Tri-City. It is reasonable to increase the
number of sensors measuring the travel time (ANPR cameras or
Bluetooth / WiFi scanners). It is also important to integrate this
system with “probe vehicle data” to fill gaps with data on travel times.
Emphasis should be placed on the development of technologies and
information services directly to vehicles. Due to the extension of the
scope of travel time measurements and obtaining information from
road users, it will be possible to implement services such as “traffic
information and smart routing” and those from the scope of Day 1
services - location notifications. An example of existing technology
that is successfully used in the world today is TMC (Traffic Message
Channel) which is based on delivering information about events
on the road network to a vehicle using dedicated radio waves. The
software implemented within the TRISTAR system is adapted to
provide information in accordance with the Alert-C standard. Due
to the implementation by the National Road Administration of the
National Access Point, work is underway to adapt the TRISTAR
system to transfer and download road information from the abovementioned application. Thanks to this, it will also be possible to use
information from the National Access Point, also from external
suppliers, for example to identify the causes of road network traffic
disturbances outside the area of operation of the TRISTAR system.
As part of PGS, it is reasonable to include new parking areas
in the system along with providing information on free parking
spots. It will also be reasonable to increase the number of boards
with information on free parking spots, while the costs should
be covered by private managers of parking lots included in the
system. It is reasonable to implement a solution that allows drivers
to navigate to free parking spaces, e.g. in a paid parking zone. It
is worth considering connecting the parking meters to the system
to provide information from the parking meters to the TRISTAR
system (e.g. to estimate the number of free spots in the vicinity
of the parking meter). Parking information as much as possible
can be helpful in shaping the city’s dynamic parking policy based
on supply and demand (dynamic adjustment of parking fees).
The openness of such data should be ensured in order to develop
innovative solutions by the private sector and C-ITS services
related to parking information.
One of the elements of TSMS are the ANPR cameras, which
could be expanded due to the “black list” mechanism used by
authorized services. The use of “white and black lists” can be the
basis for the implementation of “zone access control for urban areas”.
It would be useful to incorporate intelligent urban lighting located
in the city into the TRISTAR system. Modern lighting equipped
with controllers and sensors that allow automatic adjustment
of the lighting level to the actual needs, ongoing supervision of
lighting thanks to which it is possible to minimize the period in
which lighting does not work, thus worsening both traffic safety
and public security. A very important element is the system of
automatic detection of road incidents, which has been implemented
to a limited extent. In the current solution, the analysis of changes
in the travel time trends between successive measurement points
are used. It is reasonable to increase the concentration of these
points in order to more accurately identify the street section on
which an incident occurred. To complement the existing solution,
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focusing on intersections is considered, because of numerous
collision points. It is possible to use algorithms based on induction
loop excitations, taking into account the traffic signals parameters
[12] or use video image analysis. The use of feedback from vehicles
may also contribute to limiting the development of infrastructure
elements, as vehicles can transfer, among others, information about
the travel time and about the detected traffic incident from, e.g.
the E-Call system. Information about detected incidents may be
transferred to vehicles as part of the C-ITS service, among others, as
“in vehicle signage” and “in vehicle speed limit” warning the driver
about the danger and issuing instructions for speed restrictions in
the incident area.
Under PTMS, the number of passenger information boards will
increase that are positively perceived by residents and are a very
useful tool for informing passengers about actual departure times,
events and failures in the city’s transport network. Independently,
it will be necessary to increase the scope of cooperation with
other modes of transport to increase the exchange of information
about actual departures at public transport transfer nodes. The
most important for C-ITS services such as “Traffic signal priority
request by designated vehicles” is to increase the frequency of
locating public transport vehicles. It may contribute to changes in
the functioning of priorities in traffic signals and their extension to
emergency vehicles as well as to the development of dynamically
designated bus lanes. It will also help to increase the accuracy of the
estimation of times on the passenger information boards. The next
stage is the transmission of information about the location of public
transport vehicles on the sections between stops to external users
as part of Open Data. In the case of the development of passenger
counting systems, it is also possible to process this information in
real time, which can help passengers choose less crowded vehicles
at the expense of a slight delay in travel. The presented data may still
support planning of public transport lines and timetables
The main element of the implemented PIAS is the TRISTAR
portal used to provide information relevant to the residents. The
TRISTAR portal presents processed data (information on the
status of public transport vehicles, timetables, stops, meteorological
stations, information on Variable Message Boards and Variable
Message Signs, cameras views) for further use by third parties. The
use-value of viewing these data and traffic information on the portal
(especially in its present form) is not competitive due to a number
of alternative, free and generally available solutions that cover the
whole country and even the world (such as map services, suppliers
of navigation, etc.). While maintaining the current standards, it is
necessary to allow for the re-use of data that are currently on the
Portal as part of the application, which can then be used in an
integrated and transparent manner to be used for information or
advisory purposes to the benefit of all end users. It should be noted
that due to the dynamics of changes of data appearing on the portal,
they must be treated differently from the general “open data”.
Ensuring the integration of TPS software with data collected
in the TRISTAR system databases is one of the key issues. Data
collected by devices such as measuring stations or equipment used
to measure travel times or data transmitted by public transport
vehicles can be used to supply models used in analyses carried
out by Road Managers. The data collected in the TRISTAR system
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databases allow for the calibration of macro, meso and microscopic
models, so that the analysis developed by transport and traffic
engineers will be less error-prone and thus more reliable. The next
stage in the development of TPS should be the use of data from
C-ITS services which can develop analyses, and above all help
the engineers with the results of these analyses in the form of e.g.
parameters for traffic signals or optimization of public transport
timetables. As part of this system, software should be provided to
simulate pedestrian traffic. These simulations can be used when
developing evacuation plans for large events. Analyses using such
models allow for functional assessment of the existing and planned
transport infrastructure in terms of pedestrian traffic (e.g. capacity
of stop platforms).

5. Conclusion
As presented in the paper, it is possible to implement in the
TRISTAR system the majority of C-ITS services planned for
implementation in the first stages of development (day 1 and 1.5).
Based on the example of the Tri-City, it can be concluded that it is
also possible to implement such services in other urban ITS, but
the key condition is the system’s openness ensured at the time of
its implementation.
One of the main problems determining the implementation
of C-ITS services in Polish cities is the ITS architecture, which is
not based on the FRAME architecture. It is worth foreseeing the
adaptation of this architecture in existing systems during the work on
FRAME NEXT in order to unify and ensure greater interoperability.
Most of the existing systems will require changes in the
implementation of protocols and standards necessary to provide
ITS and C-ITS services. Only such tailored systems will be prepared
to provide high quality services and will be prepared for the service
of autonomous vehicles.
It will be difficult to convince users to use the proposed solutions
at least as regards the security of the information provided. For this
purpose, it will be necessary to regulate the exchange of data and
rules of responsibility for their processing. To increase interest in
connected vehicles, it is very important to present advantages over
existing ITS that do not preclude their further use. First of all,
C-ITS can supplement current systems with feedback from users,
improving the quality of messages.
The above-mentioned activities will enable the future adjustment
of all existing and newly built road infrastructure to the less invasive
introduction of autonomous traffic.
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ABSTRACT
Currently traffic control systems in place relay systems used microprocessor systems. A better solution may be the
use of reversible logic in the synthesis of digital control systems. The main problem in the design of reversible logic is
the transformation of the description of the system from the form of Boolean equations to the reversible form. The
article presents error-proof reversible gates and software supporting the automatic synthesis process. The presented
programs were developed and launched by the author of the article. The article presents the algorithms used to
describe the description of circuits. The results of the programs’ operation and results of simulation of systems with
reversible logic are presented.

KEYWORDS: Traffic control system, revesible logic, synthesis

1. Introduction
The use of programmable logic circuits (PLD) in railway
automation systems significantly increases the reliability of these
systems in relation to systems implemented in discrete technology
and computer systems [5, 6, 9]. Increasing reliability results in an
increase in the level of security, provided that harmful phenomena
from digital systems based on programmable systems are eliminated.
The second important factor in the use of digital systems (especially
asynchronous automata) is the ability to “directly map” in PLD systems
of proven solutions used in relay systems. The use of these systems is
also more beneficial due to the power dissipated in the system. Power
balance for asynchronous circuits more advantageous in relation to
synchronous systems [12]. The technique of asynchronous circuits
has been neglected for many years (due to major implementation
difficulties - presented in this publication) despite its unquestionable
advantages in relation to synchronous machines.
The advantages of asynchronous automata in relation to the
synchronous technique include:
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• Smaller, about 50% power loss
• Higher frequency of work
• Quick response without waiting for the clock
• Greater robustness (Robust)
• Possibility to create modular systems
• Possibility to connect multiple systems with their own
independent clocks
During the design of devices the biggest problem turned out
to be the complexity of the synthesis process of reversible logic
circuits [12, 13, 14]. The article presents three programs designed
by the author to support the design of digital systems:
• program for coding automata without critical races
• program to convert from boolean equations to Reed-Müller
codes
• models of reversible gates in the QUCS program
The basic disadvantages of asynchronous systems include:
• No tools (EDA tools) to support the design of asynchronous
automata
• Lack of system design methodology
• Difficulties in project verification
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2. The method of elementary
conditions
The presented method allows full automation of the process of
unconditional encryption of asynchronous automata [11]. In this
method, elementary transitions between states are compared. The
idea of the method will be presented in a simple example of the
machine described in the table of transitions (Table 1)
Table 1. Sate table of the automata[own study]
1

X1

X2

X3

X4

1

4

1

2

2

2

2

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

4

2

4

3

4

X1). The possibility of “sticking” negated conditions results from the
freedom to accept “0” or “1” for states assigned to selected transitions.
[1234]
1100
1001
1010
In the asynchronous automaton, whose states will be coded
according to minimized conditions, no critical races will occur.
In the given example, no-negotiable transitions will be obtained
when the following codes are adopted for each state:
State 1 – 111
State 2 – 100
State 3 – 001
State 4 – 010

The method compares (separately for each input vector)
transitions between states having different successors (different
target states in the transition table). For example, for the input
vector X1, the table has the following transitions:

1 -> 1 , 2 -> 2 , 3 -> 1 , 4 -> 2
As a result of the comparison, conditions (codes) are created
in which the states contained in one pair of transitions are
assigned the value “0” to the other pair “1”, the remaining states
are given the value “-”. In the presented example, the following
conditions will be created for particular transitions:
[1234]
10-10-0
0101010

2. Reed- Müller polynomials
(101-)

For the transitions specified with the input vector X2, the
following conditions will be created:
[1234]
10-1
1001
-1-0
-001
For the X3 input vector:
[1234]
1-01-00
1101100
For the X4 input vector:
[1234]
1100
11-0
-100
-1-0
Minimization boils down to the combination of non-contradictory
conditions, whereby the connection is made for conditions presented
as in the above example or for their negation (condition 3 for input
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Fig. 1. Program for coding asynchronous automata [own study]

Polynomial forms can be divided into:
• Reed-Müller polynomials - these are polynomials represented
only by AND XOR and NOT operations. With the help of
these three functions, each logic function can be represented
• Arithmetic polynomials - these are normal polynomials
(arithmetic operations + and -), which return the result 0 or
1 in the case when the variables are 0 or 1 eg f = x1 + x2 - 2 *
x1 * x2 is the same as f = x1 XOR x2. Each logical function
corresponds to many arithmetic polynomials, and one logical
function can be the same for one arithmetic polynomial.
Arithmetic polynomial is considered to be better when its
coefficients are lower and when its products (components eg
x1 * x2 * x3 - product of 3 variables) are smaller.
R-M polynomials consist only of simple variables (a, b, c,
etc.) and constant “1” connected by the AND (logical quantity)
and XOR (sum of modulo 2). It should be emphasized that there
are no negations or brackets in polynomials of R-M. The ReedMuller system (R-M) is called a full system, i.e. it can present every
function. It consists of goals XOR, AND and “1”, so the simplest
(cheapest) technologically. Thanks to this, he has found a wide
application in digital technology. The R-M function shows the
following relationships
(1)
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The method presented above was the basis for the author’s
development of a program for determining Reed-Müller polynomials
based on canonical functions. Fig. 2 shows screenshots of the program
developed by the author. The program was implemented using the
Borland Builder 5.0 environment.

where:

Reed-Müller polynomials have found application in the
design of diagnostic trees and synthesis of reversal logic systems.
The conversion of functions from the canonical form to the R-M
form is done as follows [3, 4]:
1. The given expression is brought to the form of CCF (normal
conjunction form) or DCF (normal disjunctive form),
2. Using deMorgan’s laws, all alternatives (OR) are changed
into conjunctions (AND). The result should be an expression
consisting only of conjunction and negation (possibly with
parentheses),
3. All negations are transformed into XOR using the formula:
~f=1f
4. The brackets are simplified using the law of separation:
(2)
The R-M polynomial can also be constructed directly from the
truth vector using the appropriate transformation matrix f. The
matrix designed to transform the truth vector of the function of
one variable presents the formula:
(3)
To transform functions with more variables, you need larger
transformation matrices [2]. The next matrices are constructed
from the primary matrix, determined by the formula 3 with the
Kronecker product:
(4)

For example, a matrix for transformation of 2-variable
functions is constructed by multiplying two basic matrices:

(5)

Fig. 2. Program for generating the Reed-Müller tree [own study]

3. Modeling and simulation in
the QUCS program
Software QUCS (Quite Universal Circuit Simulator) is a free
electronic circuits simulator. QUCS can simulate both analog
and digital circuits. In the first approach, reversing gates were
modeled using analogue equivalents. Fig. 3 shows the Fredkin gate
model built on the basis of switches implemented in the MOSFET
technique[1]. Fig. 4 shows exemplary voltage courses obtained as
a result of simulation.

The Reed-Müller WRM vector is obtained from the WP truth
vector by the following transformation:
(6)
Using the properties that matrices f in modulo 2 arithmetic
are their own reversals, the same matrices serve the inverse
transformation, i.e. from the form of the Reed-Müller WRM vector
to the truth vector WP:
(7)
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Fig. 3. Fredkin’s gate built of MOS transistors [own study]
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Table 3. Toffoli Gate trutch table [own study]
A
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

Fig. 4. Simulation results in the QUCS program [own study]

3.1. Reversible gates VHDL models
The Feynman‘s gate belongs to two-qubit gates. The gate symbol
is shown in Fig. 1, Table 1 shows the gateway function. The following
is a description of the gateway in the VHDL language [7].

Fig. 5. Feynman Gate [8]
Table 2. Feynman Gate trutch table [own study]
INPUTS
A
0
0
1
1

B
0
1
0
1

OUTPUTS
P
Q
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0

Library ieee;
Use ieee std_logic.1164..all;
Entity feynmang is
Port(A, B: in std_logic;
P, Q: out std_logic);
end feynmang;
architecture fmg of feynmang is
begin
P<= A;
Q<= A xor B;
End fmg;
The Toffoli gate is a three-qubit quantum gate called the doublecontrolled negation. The gate symbol is shown in Fig. 2. Table 2.
presents the transition function of the gate.

Fig. 6. Toffoli gate [15]
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INPUTS
B
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

C
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

P
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

OUTPUTS
Q
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

R
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0

Library ieee;
Use ieee std_logic.1164..all;
Entity toffolig is
Port(A, B, C : in std_logic;
P, Q, R : out std_logic);
end toffolig;
architecture tg of toffolig is
signal S : std_logic;
begin
P<= A;
Q<= B;
S1<=A and B;
R<= S xor C;
End tg;
Unlike the Torffoli gate, which has two control bits and one
intentional bit, Fredkin‘s gate has one control qubit and two target
bits. Intentional bits are exchanged if the control bit is equal to 1,
otherwise they remain unchanged. In the Table 3 the transitional
function of the gate is shown, and its graphical symbol in Fig. 3.

Fig. 7. Fredkin gate [8]
Table 4. Freadkin Gate trutch table [own study]
A
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

INPUTS
B
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

C
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

P
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

OUTPUTS
Q
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1

R
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1

Library ieee;
Use ieee std_logic.1164..all;
Entity fredking is
Port(A, B, C : in std_logic;
P, Q, R : out std_logic);
end fredking;
architecture fg of fredking is
signal Abar, S1, S2, S3, S4 : std_logic;
begin
P<= A;
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Abar<= not A;
S1<=Abar and B;
S2<= A and C;
Q<= S1 xor S2;
S3<= Abar and C;
S4<= A and B;
R<= S3 xor S4;
End fg;

4. Conclusion
Software presented in the article allows shortening the process of
designing digital circuits. At the same time, the presented methods
enable creating reliable railway automation systems. On the internet
you can find programs for verifying reversible logic [16], however
the presented method of simulation allows verification of hybrid
systems (combining reversible logic with classic logic).
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Fig. 8. Peres gate [10]
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ABSTRACT
Deliveries planning in transport systems is a complicated task and require taking into account a wide range of
factors. Enterprises wanting to propose solutions that meet the clients’ needs and be competitive on the market
must prepare their offer based on decision support systems including factors characteristic for the real process.
The aim of the article is to present a concept of a decision support system based on a multi-criteria vehicle routing
problem in real conditions (Real-World VRP). Taking into account the latest trends in the optimization of the delivery
plan, the model includes three criteria - the cost, time and success rate of the delivery plan as a criterion relating to
the quality of the delivery plan. Among other assumptions, it should be pointed out that the heterogeneous structure
of the rolling stock has been taken into account, the number of which is not limited, the vehicles return to the place
of origin. The travel time of the connection and the time of loading operations are random variables. The limited
driver’s work time and driving time were also applied. The effect of the work presented in the article is the concept
of the decision support system in the freight transport, taking into account the quality criterion of the delivery plan.

KEYWORDS: decision support systems, vehicle routing problem, VRP, optimization

1. Introduction
Road transport has the main share in the transport of cargo in
comparison to other modes of transport. On the one hand, a wellorganized transport of goods is a factor stimulating the economic
and social development of countries, regions, and cities, on the
other hand, is a significant generator of noise, accidents, pollution,
etc., which contributes to lowering the quality of the environment
[19, 6]. This is especially evident in large urban agglomerations,
where traffic is high and traffic safety is becoming more and more
threatened. Traffic safety, minimization of congestion on roads and
minimization of environmental pollution by transport activities
are particularly important in the development of freight traffic
organization plans [31, 18].
The freight transport combines the issue of organization of
supply services for various types of entities, including: supplying
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large shopping centres, stores of various industries, restaurants,
work and leisure places, small-scale outlets and municipal waste
shipments. In order to reduce the negative impact of transport,
methods and tools are being sought to support proper planning
and organizing transport. A good organization of the transport
service of the recipients allows for a reduction of transport work,
and hence a reduction of costs, increased safety and improvement
of the quality of services [31, 13, 22].
The organization of cargo distribution requires the use of
appropriate decision support tools. They can be described as
decision support systems (DSS) [28]. These systems are dedicated
to increasing the quality of decisions made based on the knowledge
from information technology, including mathematical models and
optimization algorithms. In cargo distribution processes is a very
important class of problems called VRP (Vehicle Routing Problem)
formulated by Danzig and Ramser in 1959) [5]. Since 1959, many
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works devoted to VRP and its modifications have been made. This
problem is extremely interesting due to its computational complexity
(NP-difficult problem), as well as its practical application. Areas of
application mainly include industry, logistics and telecommunications
network design.
The purpose of the article is to present the concept of a decision
support system in the distribution of cargo, taking into account
different decision criteria. The article was divided into an introduction
and 5 sections. In second section, the issues of distribution organization
and conditions of transport implementation are presented. The third
section presents a short description of optimization models from the
VRP family being the basis for considering the distribution problem,
as well as a short review of methods for solving them. Concepts of
the decision support system along with the assumptions of the
mathematical model and a calculation example are presented in part
4. Section 5 contains conclusions and directions for further work on a
comprehensive decision support system.

2. Problems of cargo distribution
organization
The organization of transport should be considered on many
levels. It is necessary to take into account the interests of all
participants in the distribution process related to it either directly
(operators, clients) or indirect (final consumers, residents of areas
where transport takes place, road users). Transport planning
requires actions aimed at minimizing its negative impact and at
the same time increasing efficiency. These activities can be carried
out at various levels. Schoemaker and Hamel [17] propose the use
of a cascade model in which they distinguished 4 main levels on
which the consumption of resources should be limited:
• transport demand and supply - the amount of cargo to be
transported,
• vehicle traffic - necessary transport work to meet demand,
• energy consumption and emission of pollutants and noise,
• consumption of fossil fuels - level of exposure.
The Trail Layer Model is a similar solution indicating areas
in which actions to increase the efficiency of transport should be
taken [33]. In this model, 5 layers have been distinguished:
• transport market - describing the potential demand for
transport.
• load - related to particular types of transported assortment.
• loading units - related to the transport form of the load.
• means of transport - including means of transport used to
transport loads of different properties.
• infrastructure - covering all facilities in the logistics network
affecting the implementation of transport by means of
transport.
The model takes into account the relations between the layers,
with each layer having the ability to analyze the range of transport
impact on the environment through the prism of such elements
as: society, resources, technology and management. The scheme
of the Trail Layer Model model is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Diagram of a layer model TRAIL [33]

As indicated in the presented models, the main emphasis is put
on the use of available resources, this leads to the goal of moving
while maximizing its efficiency. However, resource management
must be carried out in a manner that ensures the desired level of
service quality, while minimizing internal and external distribution
costs.
Undoubtedly, the logistics service of various areas is a complex
issue, due to their complexity and various characteristics, including
for example:
• population density, i.e. a broad spectrum of consumers
• the labor market, including employee availability and
employment costs,
• a density of buildings,
• characteristics and availability of road infrastructure as well
as its condition,
• spatial barriers,
• restrictions on the development of transport infrastructure
and high investment costs,
• environmental protection (emission of pollutants and noise).
As Jacyna et al [19] pointed out, the functioning of the
distribution system is associated with its negative impact on the
environment. It mainly occurs as emission of exhaust gases into the
atmosphere and excessive noise [21, 35]. In addition, other negative
effects include congestion, impact on the safety of other road users,
road accidents and disasters, destruction of infrastructure, etc.
The organization of transport is the need to take into account
specific conditions. Such issues are highlighted by, among others:
Behrends, Lindholm, Woxenius [3], or Visser, Van Binsbergen,
Nemoto [34]. The important factors conditioning the implementation
of the distribution process that must be taken into account are, among
others:
• variable travel time through connection,
• restrictions on vehicle traffic due to the permissible gross
weight,
• restrictions of the vehicle’s movement that do not meet
specific emission standards,
• parking spaces or separate areas to stop the vehicle for the
time of carrying out the load works at the recipient;
• excluding road connections from traffic due to repairs or
other events, eg accidents, demonstrations, mass events.
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One of the important issues is the quality of the delivery
process. Quality assessment is a specific and difficult issue. Different
indicators and methods may be used for quality assessment,
including, for example, different methods or unique criteria [20, 36].
The main problem in quality assessment is the fuzzy nature of the
assessment criteria and the difficulty in their accurate identification.
Due to different part of the day, rush hour, accidents, infrastructure
maintenance, events, the travel time may be radically different, and
it is much more difficult to achieve on-time delivery. In the case
of cargo transport, transshipment points that allows for cargo
operations at the customer, are also important. In a large number
of cases, there are no such places to safely and quickly unload the
cargo, and this also affects the time of transport. Considerations of
cargo distribution depending on the area where it is performed and
customer requirements cause the need for carriers to apply solutions
that increase the efficiency of transport, including planning and
optimization of the transport process or telematics systems.

3. Selected optimization
problems and methods
of their solution in cargo
distribution
Optimization is particularly important in the issue of supply
planning. This issue is mainly based on the problem of routing
vehicles (VRP). The problem being solved is the delivery of cargo
to customers located in the area served by the distribution center,
using many vehicles in a way that ensures the minimum cost of
transport. In simple terms, the problem is basically to arrange the
order of the visited recipients for each route.
Barnhart and Laporte [2] stated that this problem lies at the
heart of distribution processes management. Depending on the
constraints and assumptions used, a number of variations of the
VRP problem can be distinguished, e.g. CVRP (capcaitated VRP),
MDVRP (multi depot VRP), PVRP (periodic VRP), IRP (inventory
routing problem), SVRP (stochastic VRP), VRPSTT (VRP with
stochastic travel times). These problems have found their interest
among many researchers, e.g. Baldacci, Toth and Vigo [1], Erdoğan
and Miller-Hooks [9], Laporte [26], Schneider, Stenger and Goeke
[30].
Recently, as quite significant groups of problems, due to the real
problems of VRP, i.e. Real-World or Rich VRP, can be indicated
MOVRP and GVRP. Adding additional assumptions to them allows
for a good imitation of real systems functioning and real decision
problems.
MOVRP (multiobjectives VRP) is a group of problems in which
finding solutions is assumed due to different criteria. It is connected
with the necessity of using multi-criteria optimization methods,
which makes it difficult to search for solutions. However, these types
of problems allow for taking into account many points of view and
interests of various participants in the distribution process. MOVRP
is a frequent and important component of real VRP problems.
Modifications and developments of this problem take into account
many variants, including assumptions about the randomness of
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model parameters or heterogeneous transport fleet. The literature
on this problem is very diverse and many studies can be pointed
out, for example, Ghannadpour et al. [14], Jiang et al [23].
GVRP (Green VRP) a relatively new group in the VRP family,
which assumption is to include ecological criteria in the planning
of deliveries. A comprehensive review on this type of problem
has been presented by Demir, Bektas, and Laporte [8]. They show
the diversity of models in it (for example COPERT) taking into
account fuel consumption or emission of harmful substances
depending on various vehicle parameters and routes. There is
also a large diversity in VRP assumptions, from CVRP through
VRPTW and SVRP to MOVRP. The inclusion of many criteria is
of particular importance when looking for a compromise between
the vehicles used and the costs incurred. One-criterion problems
are often based on the minimization of fuel consumption and
the same cost associated with it. It may also be considered to use
electric vehicles with the planning of battery charging operations.
Among the most important works in which GVRP is discussed,
can be indicated, for example Felipe et al [10], Juan et al [24],
Schneider, Stenger and Goeke [30].
The problem of routing vehicles is based on the traveling
salesman problem which belongs to NP-difficult problems.
Therefore, VRP type problems also belong to this class of problems.
For such decision problems, heuristic methods are used, which find
sub-optimal solutions. They allow determining solutions acceptable
from the perspective of the decision maker with the rational resources
used to search for it. Such methods include heuristics dedicated to
a specific problem and metaheuristics that are universal methods
for solving optimization tasks. Among the algorithms most often
used to solve the VRP problem are the branch and bound, heuristic
(heuristic construction and route improvement, clustering),
metaheuristics (genetic and ants algorithms, taboo search, neural
networks) [4, 27]. An exemplary classification is shown in Fig.2.
The exact methods belong to the group of methods that allow
to determine the value of decision variables, at which the criterion
function reaches the extreme. These methods are used in problems
of low complexity. There are many studies in the literature in
which such methods are used to solve the VRP. Mainly they are
based on the Branch and Bound and its modification Branch and
Cut, Branch and Price (Fukusawa et al [12], Toth and Vigo [32]).
Among exact methods, can be indicated for example dynamic
programming (Gromicho et al [16]). The exact methods are used
for simple VRP variants such as CVRP, VRPTW, OVRP, but the
number of vertices in the problem cannot be large.
The second group of methods are heuristic methods. They allow
to find a suboptimal solution, that is, a solution acceptable from the
perspective of the decision maker and the designated resources to
obtain it. These are specialized methods that are designed to solve a
specific problem or group of problems. Among the known heuristics
to solve the VRP, one can indicate the Saving algorithm, the Sweep
method, Cluster First - Route Second, Intra-Route Improvement
or SERR (Selection, Extraction, Recombination, and Reallocation).
Heuristic methods allow for solving more complex problems than
exact methods (Dell’Amico et al [7], Felipe et al [10]).
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• identification of DCs, transshipment HUBs and recipients
(customers) and their location on the transport network,
• determination of transport means at the disposal of DCs and
HUBs,
• determination of parameters characterizing both DCs and
HUBs, delivery vehicles, as well as transport connections,
• defining the size of tasks to be carried out, the size of the
needs of recipients (clients),
• development of a cargo distribution system - determination
of a cargo delivery plan - ensuring the implementation of all
tasks, all reported and accepted delivery needs.
Fig. 2. Classification of optimization methods in VRP [own study
based on [11, 29]]

Metaheuristic methods are universal methods, and just like
specialized heuristics, returned solution is suboptimal. Their
important feature is the ability to apply to a wide variety of problems.
Metaheuristic methods include simulated annealing, taboo search,
ant algorithms, neural networks and genetic algorithms. The use of
algorithms from the above groups is most commonly found in the
literature for solving complex problems (Golden, Assad and Wasil
[15], Karakatič and Podgorelec [25], Modares, Prins [27]). Often,
metaheuristic methods supported by other optimization methods
are elements of the so-called hybrid methods.

4. The concept of a decision
support system with a quality
criterion
4.1. Assumptions of the optimization model
The basis of the decision support system is the mathematical
model together with the elements that make up the optimization
task. This task is defined by the needs of the decision maker.
Depending on the needs, decision-making criteria, decision variables
and restrictions imposed on the set of solutions, are defined.
Among the main issues that have been taken into account in
the construction of the mathematical model of cargo distribution
can be indicated, among others: the availability of infrastructure,
the stochastic nature of the traffic process and economic factors. It
was assumed that deliveries will take place in a multi-level structure
(Fig. 3), ie, deliveries will be made to customers from DC using HUB
reloading or directly from DC. At the same time service areas are
selected dynamically depending on the needs. This approach to the
distribution system makes it possible to reduce the transport work
carried out by high-volume vehicles, in favor of delivery vehicles
[31]. The decision problem concerns determining the plan of cargo
distribution to recipients (clients).
It was assumed that the main objective of the decision support
system would be a rational (relative to the decision maker)
planning of deliveries, resulting from the clients’ demand. In
connection with the implementation of the goal, it is necessary to:
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Fig. 3. The cargo distribution system with the use of DC and HUB
[own study]

The model used in the decision support system is defined by
the following elements:
• the structure of the transport network presenting the layout and
connections of the line and point infrastructure (connections
between all participants in the distribution process, i.e. DC,
HUB and the recipient),
• characteristics of elements of the transport network
(characteristics defined on the nodes and connections of the
transport network),
• characteristics of the distribution system elements
(characteristics of participants in the distribution process),
• means of transport (vehicles) and drivers, along with the
characteristics that are at the disposal of DC and HUB, used
for the carriage of goods,
• distribution system tasks resulting from the size of reported
customers’ needs,
• organization understood as a way of delivering to recipients
located in the city area, i.e. to set a delivery plan.
Decision support requires determining the criteria for solution
assessment. In the optimization process, solutions are determined
which are assessed against defined criteria. In the proposed decision
support system a multicriteria approach is used in the pareto sense
(the decision-maker determines which criteria and to what extent
are important by searching the front of non-dominated solutions),
three criteria are proposed in the form of a vector function:
(1)
where:
G1(DV) – the criterion function regarding the costs of the
distribution plan,
G2(DV) – the criterion function regarding the time of delivery plan,
G3(DV) – the criterion function regarding the probability of
serving all customers (quality criterion).
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For the needs of DSS, it is necessary to define decision variables
(DV). Due to the multifaceted nature of the problem, there are
several types of decision variables, i.e.:
1. variables defining the quantity of cargo units delivered to
given objects during r-th run (rR), and they belong to the set
of non-negative integers, where variables:
• xnh(r,n) quantity of load units leaving DC with n number,
during r-th run between n-th DC (nN) and h-th HUB (hH),
• xno(r,n) quantity of load units leaving DC with n number,
during r-th run in transport to recipients ODB (oO),
• xho(r,h) quantity of load units leaving HUB with h number,
during r-th run in transport to recipients ODB (oO),
• xoq(r,o) quantity of load units delivered for recipient with o
number o, durinig r-th route,
2. xt(r) variables specifying the start time of r-th run. This is
understood as the start of the vehicle loading. Variables were
written as a vector where elements belong to the set of nonnegative real numbers,
3. binary variables z(r,s,k) assigment to r-th run driver k-th class
(kK) and vehicle s-th type (sS).
4. y(r,l,t) specifying the number of passes using l-th connection
(lL2(r)) during r-th run in t-th part of the day (tT), belong
to the set of non-negative integers.
The first criterion function is the cost of the distribution plan–
G1(DV), which value is minimized:
(2)
includes:
• fixed and variable costs of storage and reloading facilities,
including unit costs for DC (dc_cst(n) – unit constant costs,
dc_czm(n) – unit variable costs (depending on the flow
volume) and analogically for HUB i.e. hub_cst(h) and hub_
czm(h):

(5)
• costs of run resulting from the distance made by vehicle dist(l) and unit cost of vehicle sc_czmp(s), and fixed costs of
vehicle involvement sc_cstt(s):
(6)
The second criterion function G  DV has an interpretation
of the total time needed for customer service. It is the sum of
expected values  : travel times  7- l  t and loading Times
in DC  7/B'& n and HUB  7/B+8% h and recipients
 7/B2'% o , this function tends to a minimum:

(7)

The third partial function of the criterion is G 3(DV ) with the
interpretation of the probability of servicing all recipients. The
value of this function will be maximized. This function assumes
that the unserved recipient is one whose service will not be started
before the service time limit has been performed so far and thus
the recipient’s demand will not be fully satisfied. In connection
with the above, an unserved client is also one whose demand
has been met only in a certain part. It was considered that this
function is a good reflection of the quality of services. The basis for
determining this function is the probability that the sum of travel
times and loading operations for each customer will not exceed
the service time limit (odb_twk(o)). This value is determined
on the basis of left-truncated normal distribution (hence the
boundary of integral tj_min(r,o) with a value corresponding to
the least possible travel time) travel times with an average value
V B 7SS r  o and standard deviation P B 7SS r  o :

(3)
(8)
• penalty for improper handling of the recipient (odb_ck(o) –
penalty cost per 1 unit of time and 1 unit of charge), calculated
when the service occurred before the time window (α(r,o)=1,
χ(r,o)=0) or after the time window has ended (α(r,o)=0,
χ(r,o)=1), in addition, it is assumed that the time is calculated
in relation to the start of the run (xt(r)), the moment of arrival
during the run to the recipient (TPP(r,o)) and the beginning
and end of the time window (odb_tws(o) and odb_twe(o)):

(4)

• fixed and variable costs of drivers employment - unit costs kc_
czm(k) depending on the time worked by the driver Tpk(r,s,k)
and constant cost kc_cst(k):
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The following constrains have been formulated for the problem
of distribution planning:
• in the distribution plan, each customer must be designated
for handling and them demands must be met,
• a given recipient can be visited only once during the
implementation of the following run,
• the volume of deliveries leaving DC to HUBs must be equal to
the volume of deliveries leaving the HUBs,
• the number of loads leaving DC must be equal to the demand
of the recipients,
• the load capacity of the vehicle on the route cannot be
exceeded,
• a vehicle leaving DC or HUB must return to it,
• the driver’s working time cannot be exceeded,
• the driver’s driving time cannot be exceeded,
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• the vehicle performing the transport on a given run in a given
relation must be of the appropriate type,
• the driver should be in the right category,
• only one vehicle and only one driver can be assigned to a
given run,
• service must start before the service deadline,
• the travel time to the recipient cannot be shorter than that
resulting from the maximum permitted speed on the sections
to be travelled,
• the time of the start of the time window must be smaller than
the moment of its completion, while the deadline of service
must be greater than or equal to the time when the time
window ends.

4.2. Procedures of the decision support
system
The developed method of multi-criteria decision support
concerns on the determination of a plan of cargo delivery from DC to
recipients located in various areas. As indicated earlier, deliveries can
take place both directly and indirectly with the use of HUBs. The main
objective of the method is to solve the formulated optimization task.
In addition, this solution should be included in the set of permissible
solutions and therefore meet the imposed boundary conditions of
the task (constrains). The method was divided into three stages. The
general scheme of the method is presented in Fig. 4.
The first stage of the method involves collecting input data for
calculations. In order to solve the task, it is necessary to prepare
input data, including data of transport network characteristics,
distribution system, data of demand for cargo transportation, as
well as boundary conditions of the distribution process. After its
completion, the second stage follows, ie the determination of the
delivery plan.
In the second stage, the formulated optimization task is solved.
This means that it is necessary to solve the VRP task and the task
of determining routes in the transport network and assessing the
solutions. The second stage was divided into two phases:
• the preparation phase, related to downloading data and
preparation for calculations, as well as input calculation
parameters for algorithm,
• the computational phase, during which the delivery plan is
determined together with the assessment of the acceptability
of the solution and the determination of the value of the
criteria function.
In the calculation phase, two methods of solving the abovementioned tasks were included, namely the SPEA2 [37] and A-star
methods. The first one concerns the determination of a delivery
plan from DC to HUB, from DC to the recipient and from HUB
to the recipient. It is necessary to plan deliveries by specifying the
start time of the route, the order of the recipients to be visited and
the size of delivery, as well as choose the vehicle type and driver
class bearing in mind the limitations related to, among other
things, transport time, vehicle capacity and driver’s working time.
The second one is connected with determining the path in the
transport network between elements of the distribution system in
accordance with the designated delivery plan. The computational
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phase completes the evaluation of the solution and checking the
boundary conditions and the stop condition of the algorithm. If
the above conditions are met, the third stage follows.

Fig. 4. Stages of the procedure in the developed DSS [own study]

In the third stage, the obtained results are analyzed. In this stage,
the evaluation phase was determined by verifying and validating the
obtained results. In addition, the essential element of the third stage
is interaction with the decision maker. The method is intended to
assist the decision maker in making decisions. Therefore, each time
the quality of the designated solution should be determined and it
should be checked whether it meets expectations and whether it
is satisfactory. Organizing the distribution process is an iterative
process and may require the decision maker to modify the input data
or to adjust the parameters of the calculation method depending on
the results obtained.

4.3. Example calculations on the real object
In the considered example, the city’s transport system was
adopted. On the outskirts of the city, there are 2 cargo distribution
centers - DC. In areas designated for industrial development,
transshipment points (4 HUBs) have been located. Within the
city (Warsaw, Poland), recipients from various industries and with
different demand were identified (48x recipient). Fig. 5 shows a
map with elements of a multi-level distribution system. In addition,
11 different types of cars (gross vehicle mass from 3.5 to 40) were
chosen for the implementation of tasks; and suitable drivers divided
into categories up to 3.5 t and more than 3.5 t (GVM). There are
8720 (ujł), standard cargo units, for transport.

Fig. 5. Transport network and elements of the distribution system in
the calculation example [own study]
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The calculation example was implemented in four variants,
• variant 1 - single criterion optimization - cost criterion
• variant 2 - single criterion optimization - time criterion
• variant 3 - single criterion optimization - probability criterion
(quality criterion)
• variant 4 - multicriterial optimization (pareto, criteria weight
cost 0.4, time 0.3 probability 0.3)
The results obtained are presented in Table 1. The advantages
of using a multicriteria approach are worth emphasizing. Thanks
to the optimization of the three criteria, we are able to significantly
increase the assessment of the solution in relation to the remaining
criteria. This approach allows to design solutions with much
higher quality.

which in the case of urban areas is particularly important for the health
of inhabitants. It will also be necessary to consider the dynamics of
the urban transport system and random variables characterizing such
a system.

Table 1. A summary of the results obtained with the use of the DSS
[own study]
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Variant
I

Variant
II

Variant
III

Variant
IV

Number of runs

13

23

24

15

Length of runs in total
(km)

1542,87

1820,17

2108,22

1594,38

Average length of the
run(km)

118,68

79,14

87,84

106,29

The average transport
cost (PLN)

1,45

2,2

2,3

1,52

G1 Cost of delivery plan
(PLN)

12644

19184

20056

13254,4

G2 Total time of
deliveries (h)

92,93

81,01

82,43

82,71

G3 Probability of correct
delivery realization

0,7612

0,9121

0,9720

0,9345

5. Conclusion
Decision support systems are an inseparable element of
any logistics company. This article presents the importance of a
multicriteria approach to the problem under consideration. Relying
on superficial criteria may lead to making wrong decisions in the
form of their effects in other areas. Therefore, it is necessary to take
into account as many factors as necessary for the decision. The
approach presented at work is a sustainable approach that takes into
account the entrepreneur, but also the clients.
The presented calculation example indicated that the inclusion
of three criteria means that during the optimization we can get worse
results than consider each criterion individually. However, worse
results relate only to the comparison with the criteria according to
which the decision is made. Looking at the whole, it can be seen
that the variant of multi-criteria optimization is definitely better.
The slight deterioration of each criterion gives a much better result
overall. If we would like to introduce multi-criteria pareto functions
to one function according to the adopted weights, it would definitely
achieve the best result.
The proposed decision support system was presented on the
example of a city that is a specific area and requires specific conditions
to be taken into account. In subsequent works, for example, the
ecological criterion of pollutant emissions will be taken into account,
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents draft guidelines on the display of navigation-related information received by communications
equipment elaborated by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) [3]. It aims mainly to ensure that
information is displayed in an efficient, reliable and consistent format, in a manner that is easily and accurately
interpreted to support decision-making process. These guidelines supplement resolution MSC.191(79) Performance
standards for the presentation of navigation-related information on shipborne navigational displays [7] in regard to
the presentation of navigation information received via communication equipment. The use of these guidelines will
ensure that navigation information received via communications equipment is displayed in a harmonized manner
on the ships’ navigational bridge. The availability of electronic data that enhances the safe and efficient navigation
of ships necessitates that shipborne systems capable of presenting this information to the user should do so in a
harmonized and readily assimilated way.

KEYWORDS: Marine Navigation, IMO, Navigating-related Information, Display, e-Navigation,

1. Introduction
The e-Navigation aims to provide the needed information by
electronic means to and from the ship to enhance the safety and
efficiency of navigation. This will involve the integration of new
and existing bridge technologies to enable the provision a common
data structure on board. e-Navigation will, therefore, help simplify
the exchange of information between ships, as well as between
ships and shore. e-Navigation is expected to equip shipboard
users and those ashore responsible for the safety of shipping with
effective, user-friendly, proven tools in order to make marine
navigation and communications more reliable and user-friendly. The
implementation of e-Navigation is crucial for ships and seafarers
to continue being safe and efficient in the world that is undergoing
unprecedented technology-driven change [1, 4].
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One of the core objectives related to the e-Navigation
concept states: integrate and present information on board and
ashore through a human-machine interface which maximizes
navigational safety benefits and minimizes any risks of confusion
or misinterpretation on the part of the user [18, 19].
Integrating of data received via communication equipment
into the integrated navigation system makes it possible to optimize
control of a vessel and to avoid possible misses and incorrect
decisions by the navigator.
An overload of information provided by different displays for
navigation, communication and operational information makes
an officer of the watch (OOW) unable to prioritize information
due to chaotic misplacement of information displays.
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2. The IMO initiative
The IMO Sub-Committee NCSR at its 4 session held in 2017
agreed to establish a Correspondence Group on the development of
Guidelines for the harmonized display of navigation information
received via communication equipment under the coordination of
Norway [3]. The author was a member of this expert Group.
During the work, a number of issues were identified [3]:
• the amount of information available from communications
equipment exceeds the amount of display space available on
existing navigation equipment such as radar and ECDIS;
• for ships not fitted with an Integrated Navigation System
(INS) it may therefore be necessary to specify guidelines for an
additional display;
• there are already a number of IMO and industry standards
providing requirements for bridge display, including text size,
colour etc. but there are some gaps. These Guidelines need to
harmonize the implementation of relevant standards and close
the relevant gaps; and
• essential information such as Maritime Safety Information
(MSI) should be displayed on appropriate existing equipment,
as other information, which will not be immediately essential
to the navigation of the ship, could be displayed elsewhere
or deselected in order to prevent overloading the user or the
display, such as radar or ECDIS.
The Correspondence Group agreed to improve the layout of
the draft Guidelines to make them more goal based. As previously
stated, there are a number of overlaps with other work items of NCSR
Sub-Committee, especially the work on “Additional modules to the
Revised Performance Standards for Integrated Navigation Systems
(INS) (resolution MSC.252(83) [9]) relating to the harmonization
of bridge design and display of information”, as well as the work by
the Harmonization Group on Data Modelling (HGDM) on MSPs
(Maritime Services Portfolios) [6], and as well as the work on
S-mode [5].
In the last round of the Correspondence Group’s work a large
number of comments and proposals were received, in particular
on the level of detail in the Guidelines, and consequently a
restructured version was proposed. During the development of
this draft Guideline and the considerations for the need and scope
of issues relevant for the development of an additional module F
to the Revised performance standards for Integrated Navigation
Systems (INS) (resolution MSC.252(83) [9]), it has become clear
that, in order to support the display of information received via
communication equipment, the distribution to displays of safety
information needs its own guidance – “Guidance on the efficient
distribution of relevant navigation related information from
communications equipment to navigation displays” [3] - and
should not be limited to INS.
Therefore, the Correspondence Group concluded that an
appropriate guideline should be drafted at a future date to support
the developed Guidelines. These future guidelines should include
the work already carried out for module F [5] and they could be
prepared in combination with the work on additional modules
to the Revised performance standards for Integrated Navigation
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Systems (INS) (resolution MSC.252(83) [9]) relating to the
harmonization of bridge design and display of information.
The work with respect to MSPs (Maritime Services) [6] will
affect the amount of information and what information has to be
displayed. Some members of the Correspondence Group felt that the
Guidelines for the harmonized display of navigation information
received via communications equipment could not be completed
until the work with respect to MSPs (Maritime Services) is more
mature.
Given the amount of work required to finalize the draft Guidelines
and the value of coordinating this work with the amendments to the
Revised performance standards for integrated navigation systems
(INS) (resolution MSC.252(83) [9]), it is recommended to forward
the attached draft Guidelines to the to the Navigation Working
Group, to be established at NCSR 5, to clarify the way forward,
understanding that the Correspondence Group may have more work
to do in progressing the work further.

3. Purpose, Scope and
Applications
Elaborated document provides guidance on the display of
navigation-related information received by communications
equipment. It aims to ensure that information is displayed in
an efficient, reliable and consistent format, in a manner that is
easily interpreted to support decision-making. These Guidelines
supplement resolution MSC.191(79) [7] Performance standards for
the presentation of navigation-related information on shipborne
navigational displays in regard to the presentation of navigation
information received via communication equipment. The use of
these Guidelines will ensure that navigation information received
via communications equipment is displayed in a harmonized
manner on the ships’ navigational bridge.
The availability of electronic data that enhances the safe and
efficient navigation of ships necessitates that shipborne systems
capable of presenting this information to the user should do so
in a harmonized and readily assimilated way. This information
will be presented to shipborne users through a combination of
primary navigational displays, such as ECDIS, radar/ARPA and
INS, together with any additional display facilities that may be
considered appropriate to assist the safe and efficient navigation of
the ship. Reception of Maritime Safety Information (MSI) by means
of direct printing has always been an important part of the GMDSS.
However, it is clear from user requirements, such as those gathered
during the user needs analysis of e-Navigation, that there is a need
to portray such information in a harmonized way on appropriate
navigation displays. To ensure effective decision making and safe
navigation, the proper integration and presentation of information
received via communication equipment is essential.
This Guideline is applicable to the information obtained from,
but not limited to, communications equipment defined in SOLAS
and standardized in [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17].
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4. Terminology used in the
Guidance
For the purpose of developed Guidance, unless expressly
provided otherwise, the following terminology is used [3]:
• Maritime Safety Information (MSI) - Maritime Safety
Information (MSI) is defined in the Safety of Life at Sea
(SOLAS) Convention, Chapter IV as comprising “navigational
and meteorological warnings, meteorological forecasts and
other urgent safety related messages broadcast to ships”.
• Selection of Information – Selection is a method which specifies
which information should be displayed on the navigational
systems and INS tasks.
• Routing - Routing is a technical method to distribute data for
navigation equipment.
• Filtering of information – Filtering is a technical method
which categorizes and extract the information according to
certain parameters, e.g. relevance for navigation, relevance for
route, distance to own ship.
• Filter parameters - parameters which present the filter settings.
The filter parameters are presented to and set by the user to be
used by the technical process.

5. General presentation
requirements

5.2. Display of information
Navigation information received via communications equipment
should be displayed in a timely, unambiguous and harmonized
manner. Navigation information received via communications
equipment should be displayed according to resolution MSC.191(79)
[7] and, if applicable, based on the relevant S-100 [2] based Product
Specification. Where there are no appropriate symbols defined for
display in the relevant S-100 based Product Specification, additional
new symbols need to be added to SN.1/Circ.243/Rev.1 [15].
Information should, where applicable, be geo-located and
integrated with other navigation and charted information. Where
possible, the graphical geo-located display of areas, points, lines and
other information received via communications equipment should
assist the user in developing greater situational awareness. The
additional display of information from communications equipment
must not degrade the primary information on a particular display
but contribute to the overall navigational safety of the ship. Data
should be appropriately filtered according to the selected scale/
display range of the display. Only critical information should be
displayed at all ranges, if practicable. The source of the received
information should be readily identifiable.
Where navigation information indicate a direct risk to the
ship’s planned route and or movement, the information should be
indicated as an alert. This may be determined based on the safety
settings available within the electronic navigation equipment such
as ECDIS, radar/ARPA or INS.
One particularly interesting example of the e-Navigation
Prototype Display has been described in detail in [20].

5.1. Human-Centred Design (HCD)
The type and volume of information displayed should be
appropriate to the voyage phase and should not overload the user.
Therefore, this Guideline should be read in conjunction with
MSC.1/Circ.1512 [16, 21] in order to ensure that measures to
prevent information overload take into account relevant humancentred design principles.
The type and level of information displayed should complement
the user’s capabilities, and should take into consideration human
factors principles [19]. Higher levels of integration mean that
systems should be carefully evaluated to ensure that complexity and
workload are compatible with the ability of the user (OOW).
In designing systems and equipment that will incorporate
navigation information received via communications equipment,
due consideration should be given for the ability of the operator
to manage information. Any information received requires
careful prioritization based on human-centred design principles.
The receipt, display and use of navigation information received
via communications equipment should be tested by the user and
incorporated into the HCD process. Navigation information
received via communications equipment should be manageable
through the application of user preferences. The system should
assist the user in reducing clutter and in enhancing situational
awareness. The integration of navigation information received via
communications equipment should not distract from the user’s
primary task of maintaining the safe navigation of the ship.
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6. Functional requirements for
presentation of information
General
Information that has been received by onboard communication
equipment should include an integrity testing process.
Routing
• The user should be able to route information to another
display if fitted.
• There should be a clear indication of the routing in use.
• Routing should allow the user to route the information
according to the navigational situation and task.
Selection and filtering
• Navigation information should be displayed in such a manner that
information overload is prevented. Selectable functions should
be included to allow for display of only the required information
necessary for safe navigation and the task at hand.
• Navigation information should be displayed in such a manner
that information overload is prevented. Selectable functions
should be included to allow for display of only the required
information necessary for safe navigation and the task at hand.
• It should be possible to select and filter (categorize) of
information and data received on board in accordance with
urgency and sea area.
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• Information relevant to planned route and situation should
be identified using adequate filtering processes.
• Means should be available enabling the user to select the
information needed for the current operational task and
situation.
• There should be a clear indication of the selection and
filtering parameters in use.
• It should be possible to manually select the information for
automatic presentation on the navigational displays.
• Information that presents a danger to safe navigation and
requires an alert should be identified.
Prioritization
• It should be possible to prioritize information and data
received on board. This should be prioritized in accordance
with urgency and sea area.
Indication of new information
• An alert or indication should draw attention to the presence
of new and/or relevant information related to the ship’s
movements or operating area.

7. Presentation of navigationrelated information
The MSI or other geo-referenced locations impacting safety:
• New information should be indicated on a route planning,
route monitoring or collision avoidance display by an icon or
symbol and an alert should be given.
• It should be possible to present additional information upon
selection (request) via pick-report functionality on ECDIS
and radar/ARPA displays or INS tasks route monitoring,
route planning and collision avoidance.
• Alterations to own ship route:
• Graphical presentation of alterations received from external
source should be clearly displayed and differentiate from the
monitored route.
• It should be possible to display additional information of the
alterations received from an external source on demand (at
least the source of the alterations received).

8. Operational display
General:
• Information received from communications equipment should
not obscure the primary information of an operational display.
• The overlaid information received from communications
equipment should be clearly distinguishable as being additional
information that has been added to the display.
Additional display – INS task “status and data display” – or
other means:
• The increasing amount of data received from communications
equipment may require an additional display on board.
• HMI for displaying and evaluating received information as well
as for specifying filtering, routing, and presentation parameters
(selection for presentation) should be provided.
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• The user should be able to view information items and their
filtering, routing, and selection (presentation) properties.
• The user should be able to edit the filtering, routing, and
selection (presentation) properties of information items.

9. Alternative proposals
During the discussion various points of view appeared, some
saw the described issues more broadly, others decidedly narrower.
Document [4] proposes the drafting of Guidelines for integration
and presentation of available navigation-related information
exchange provided via communications equipment by means
of integrating VHF/MF/HF DSC in an Information display
(Conning Display). This display, in turn, is integrated within an
INS (including AIS, ECDIS, and satellite-AIS). All actions on
information exchange by means of DSC are performed using
software of the Conning Display which may be incorporated in the
new module F. In this case, no amendments will be required to the
existing ECDIS Performance Standards (resolution MSC.232(82)
[8]).
An information display (Conning Display) incorporates all
the relevant and important information for the vessel conning
together in one place. A Conning Display may be implemented
in the frame of INS-Module F for integration and presentation
of available navigation-related information exchange provided
via communications equipment. This Conning Display should be
integrated with appropriate communications equipment and with
Integrated Navigational System (INS).
In particular, the Conning Display should be capable of
displaying VHF/MF/HF DSC information and therefore should
be connected to VHF DSC controller and MF/HF DSC controller.
Internal interfaced navigation information between bridge
navigation equipment (AIS, ECDIS, INS) are also routed to the
INS.
In order to provide a connection to VHF DSC controller and
to MF/HF DSC controller the same protocol may be used [4],
where instead of the software ECDIS the software of Conning
Display is used:
1. clicks on the vessel’s AIS mark on the Conning Display for
automatically sending the MMSI from Conning Display to DSC
controller by transferring controlling commands to DSC for
providing DSC call by this;
2. display the calling vessel by a blinking AIS mark on the called
vessel’s Conning Display (a red blinking mark in case of distress
call), transferring MMSI from DSC controller to Conning
Display automatically for identification of the calling vessel on
Conning Display by this; and
3. open exchange of information, without wasting any time on
working out who is who. The working channel (frequency) can
be set by default (or maybe chosen manually, if necessary, using
standard computer actions).
The additional satellite-AIS connection to the Conning Display
should be considered for MF/HF DSC. All actions according to
the protocol are fulfilled using special software for the Conning
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Display using a common maritime data structure, based on the
work of IHO and their S-100 data structure [2]. The principle of
multiple layers of information which can be displayed on top of
each other may be used. All of the aforementioned proposals avoid
introducing changes to the ECDIS Performance Standards [8] for
implementation of the communication protocol.
Additional symbols for possible addition to SN.1/Circ.243/Rev.1
[15] when the source is DSC may be used as presented in document
NCSR 4/8, appendix. Only two letters may be added to them: MF,
when the source is MF DSC, and HF, when the source is HF DSC.
It should be considered to use part of Conning Display screen,
if necessary, to interface the area where a vessel is located for MF/
HF communication.
The IMO NCSR Sub-Committee was invited to consider the
suggested approach for displaying VHF/MF/HF DSC information
under development of the draft Guidelines for the harmonized
display of navigation information received via communication
equipment and to take action as appropriate [4]. This proposal states
an important issue which need to be discuss thoroughly at NCSR5.
We should also remember about development of the newlyagreed VHF Data Exchange System (VDES).

10. Conclusion
This paper describes the outcome of the discussions in the
IMO Correspondence Group on the development of the draft
Guidelines for the harmonized display of navigation information
received via communications equipment. It also contains most
important fragments of a draft version of the Guidelines for further
consideration.
The Correspondence Group have acknowledged that this is as
far as we can come at this stage of the development of the Guidelines
for now. And as reflected in the submitted report [3], these
Guidelines will be affected of the ongoing process with concern to
other outputs to be delivered under the e-Navigation agenda at a
later stage. This discussion may or may not lead to a need for an
extension of the target completion date, however, it may also reveal
that it will not be sufficient to extend it to 2019. If an agenda item is
not finalized in time, the NCSR Sub-Committee will automatically
ask the Maritime Safety Committee (MSC) for an extension and it
should be a realistic time extension, hence it was not needed in the
report of the Correspondence Group. As discussed, some members
consider that if the draft guidelines are maintained at a high enough
level there is a chance they can still be completed at NCSR 5. This
would require a willingness of the Navigation Working Group to
complete the work and agreement from the plenary of NCSR that
the guidelines should be cast at a high level.
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